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ABSTRACT

This thesis provides a basis for the analysis of student informa
tion storage and retrieval systems by applying a systems engineering 
methodology to the more specific problem of a student information system 

for the Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering of The University 
of Arizona. The candidate systems need not be confined to just data 
bases within computer technology, nor is it assumed that the use of a 
computer is necessary. Instead, a total system approach is used where 

even people and procedures are a possible component.

First, a literary formulation is developed. This includes a 
statement of the needs of the department, and all applicable technology; 
how to judge systems on the basis of need satisfaction, technology effi

ciency, and their interrelations; and system test requirements. Then, a 

mathematically based restatement of the literary formulation, which 

includes more detail and precision in ways to show system performance and 

in ways to judge candidate systems, is developed.

Finally, a plan for testing the system is devised where the plan 
. provides for deciding if a system and any accompanying models of that 
system are acceptable.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Information storage and retrieval systems have been the subject 

of much discussion, not only in industry where total companies are 

devoted only to design and implementation of this type of system, but in 

the academic world as well. Many different information storage and 

retrieval systems for various universities have been researched and exist 
today as real, working systems. However, there have been no studies 

done, to the author’s knowledge, on the analysis of a student information 
system on a departmental level (with the exception of classical filing 

techniques, which are used for all types of business purposes). Also, 

very few studies have been conducted about student information systems 

(on any level) with a scope larger than that of just looking at computer 
science or other information storage techniques.

The systems that exist today that are used by departments are, 
for the most part, systems of filing cabinets and files with a secretary 
to manipulate them. Some of the larger departments have a computer 

printout that lists the current students in some manner, but even these 

departments make heavy use of manual files as a basis for information (of 

course, care should be taken not to jump to the conclusion that a system 

with a large number of computer printouts or even a system which makes 
use of computers is a better system). However, no studies have been
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conducted to even assess whether or not such a system is meeting the 
needs of the department in an efficient manner.

Presently, the student information storage and retrieval system 

in the Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering is totally 
operated by two secretaries and a network of files in the main office. 

With the exception of the student advisor’s name and an occasional 
picture of a student, all data on students are generated by the Univer
sity, then given to the department and filed by the secretaries. When a 
faculty member needs student data, he goes to the main office or calls 

the main office and communicates what he needs verbally with the secre
taries. If a report based on student information is needed, that report 

must be generated from the raw data unless the exact same report has been 
requested in the past. Most of the counseling and other student-related 
activities are done with a minimum of student data. Some of the profes

sors seem quite satisfied and function very well with the present system, 
while others would like to see changes. The desired changes, however, 
are diverse.

This thesis is concerned with the problem of a student informa

tion storage and retrieval system for the Department of Systems and 

Industrial Engineering at The University of Arizona. Its application to 
a specific department need not narrow its scope, but rather, its demon

strations and explanations could be used as a basis for study of any 
student record system.

The approach will be to look at the system in its entirety; that 

is, the type of system looked at will be one which includes everything
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from when a quest arises (at the professor's desk) to when that quest is 
satisfied. Hence, the system encompasses not only information storage 

media and techniques as would concern a computer scientist, but also 
includes things like the types of student-related services or reports the 

system should offer and how to get the professor's quest for student- 
related information from his desk to the information processor (whatever 

it might be) and get his answers back to him again. It is possible that 
the system might utilize the services of a computer and computer 

scientist; however, it is also possible that the best system is one which 
does not use computers at all! A common mistake made in the research of 
information storage and retrieval systems is that a solution is envi
sioned in terms of some computer-oriented system; the research is done to 
find ways to use the computer; the system is implemented and then an 

effort is made to define a problem which justifies the use of computers. 
No consideration is given to others parts of available technology because 

the solution was developed before the problem definition. Hence, before 

any questions can even be asked concerning what the solution might be
(such as. Will computers be utilized?), the definition of the problem( ■ ■
must be stated in a very explicit manner. Small-scale systems may not 

provide any difficulty in stating the problem, but in the analysis and 

design of large-scale systems, where there are many criteria involved and 

many facets to the system, the problem definition becomes very crucial 

since it can drastically change all other endeavors. Likewise, it is 

important for the system designers to negotiate a statement of the prob
lem with the system users, as will become apparent in the later chapters.
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The problem of a student information storage and retrieval system 

on a department level is attacked by following a systems engineering 
methodology that emphasizes the problem definition. The methodology that 

will be used is given by Dr. A. Wayne Wymore (1973b) in "Systems Engi

neering Methodology for Interdisciplinary Teams." The methodology, which 

is directed towards large-scale systems of this type, requires a client 
(termed above as "system user") and a team of systems engineers (termed 
above as "system designers"). Specifically, the client will be the 
faculty of the Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering and the 
"team" of systems engineers will be the author. Clearly, one person 
comprising the systems engineering team is suboptimal due to the natural 

limitations of one person, and this would necessitate a rather cursory 

treatment of some of the steps involved in the methodology. Also, cer

tain simplifying assumptions, which could hinder the validity of the 

results, are necessary, and some of the constants used are somewhat 

devoid of reality in that they were negotiated with only one person in an 
attempt to give an example of how certain steps are executed. However, 

the purpose of this study is not the results and the validity of the 
detail as much as providing a basis (and/or a set of demonstrations) upon 
which further analysis can be conducted by a team of administrators, sys

tems engineers, operations research experts, computer scientists, 

statisticians, psychologists and other professionals.

The problem definition is broken into two basic parts: the
literary formulation and the system theoretic formulation. The literary 

formulation uses no special engineering or technical language and is
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designed to define the problem in terms understandable to someone with no 
technical or mathematical background. The parts of the literary formula
tion are: the statement of need, the statement of technology, the need
satisfaction criteria, resource utilization criteria, trade-off criteria, 
and the system test requirements. The system theoretic formulation is 
based on the literary formulation and is concerned more with detail and 
engineering precision; hence, mathematical rigor is introduced at this 
point. The parts of the system theoretic formulation are the input/output 

specification, the technology, three merit orderings and the system test 

plan. An explanation of what each part does in the methodology will be 
given in the subsequent chapters.

In the system theoretic formulation, most of the quantities have 
names instead of single letters, which tell something about what the 
quantity identifies. This is done to simplify understanding of the 

values and to facilitate the writing of possible future computer 
programs.



CHAPTER 2

LITERARY PROBLEM FORMULATION

The literary formulation of the problem is a non-mathematical 

statement of the problem resulting from negotiations with the client. It 
is the first step in assessing means by which systems may be character
ized and judged in relation to the client's needs and in relation to 
technology utilization efficiency. This problem formulation is broken 
into six sections: the statement of need and the statement of technology,
which are concerned with identification of factors pertinent to the prob
lem; the statement.of need satisfaction criteria, the statement of 

resource utilization criteria and the statement of trade-off criteria, 
which are concerned with means by which to compare systems; and a state
ment of system test requirements, which is concerned with the testing of 
the final system.

Statement of Need 

The statement of need attempts to answer the questions. What is. 

the system supposed to do? or What are the basic functions of the system? 

These questions are answered through negotiation with the client. The 
functions of an information storage and retrieval system are basically 

two-fold: first, to store and retrieve "raw data" about each student;

and second, to provide various analyses of the data, or reports using the 
data, which the author will term "service."



Need Satisfaction Criteria

Need satisfaction criteria are used to judge how effectively a
system can satisfy the needs of the client with no consideration given to 
any real system. These criteria apply only to the set of systems which 
satisfy the input/output specifications (to be given later). This set, 

which generates the input/output cotyledon, generally includes systems 
which are not technically buildable. Hence, this is the time the client 
can dream. He can place any demands on the system he desires. In the 

final analysis, he may find that the system which meets these demands 
costs too much or cannot even be"built. However, from this step he can 
get an idealistic view of what is needed. The criteria are grouped in 

relation to the two basic functions given in the statement of need and 

these are again divided into smaller groups or categories. Before the 
criteria can be stated, these groupings must be delineated. The first 

group, "raw data," consists of eight categories:

1. Personal Data are basic facts about the student and include:
student name social security number
sex birthdate
citizenship marital status
housing status 

veteran/G.I.
fee/residency status

religion
graduation data local address
permanent address billing address
parents' address parents’ occupations
parents1 income extracurricular activities
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2. Academic Background Data are as follows: 

degree of diploma and date received 
credits attempted
accepted audits 
graduating class size 
major field 

points earned 
class standing 
beginning/ending dates 
transcripts

3. Term Data are concerned with the current semester and include: 
current major field

student level (sophomore, junior, etc.) 

financial aid type and amount

honor student or on probation (historical account) 
advisor’s name or social security number 
student status (active or inactive) 

number of nonacademic work hours per week

4. Course Data are simply the University courses taken and include 
the following for each course:

teacher of the course course title-and/or number
audit/credit section
grade

5. Medical Data consist of the following:

general health medical history
current treatments



6. Graphic Data are information which cannot be put into symbolic 
form, such as pictures.

7. Alumni. Data pertain to the following information about depart
mental alumni:
name address
degree and major year received

employer (history) position or title (history)
kind of work net earnings
additional college work, including degrees and fields of endeavor

8. Documents are written materials about a student, such as letters 
of recommendation to or from the department.

The second group, called "service," consists of three categories. They 

are as follows:
1. Statistics are numerical data that include: 

grade distribution of each professor 
departmental G.P.A.

number of students according to sex

number of students according to nationality
number of graduate students receiving support

number of students in each level (freshmen, etc.)

number of alumni employed in the various fields (i.e., computer 
science, management, statistics, operations, research, etc.)

2. Lists are lists of students from some category or subcategory 
of data. They are lists according to:
G.P.A.

extracurricular activities



department enrollment and respective advisors 
degree enrollment (industrial or systems) 
advisor

counselled but not officially registered in the department 
class level and G.P.A. 
graduation date 

sex
probation/disqualification or honors status 
current (last 30 semester hours) G.P.A. 

employment/unemployment status
for each class offered by the department, a list of enrollment —  

majors and class level is also included
3. Flags are reminders and include:

C.P.M. course flow analysis (or some similar method)
overloads in work

degree requirements left unsatisfied

G.P.A. trend flag for students approaching trouble

The need satisfaction criteria then are grouped according to the 
above categorization. Data-based criteria and service-based criteria are 
separated because of their remoteness in function.

1. Ability to Accept. Student Data pertains to the system's ability 

r. v :to store and retrieve data. The preferred system will store and 
retrieve all categories of needed data. This criterion is broken 

into eight groups corresponding to the eight types of raw data 
(e.g., ability to accept personal data is the first part of this 
criterion).



Ability to Provide Services is the same as above, only applied to 
"services." The preferred system will produce all needed reports. 
This criterion is broken into three parts corresponding to the 
three services given above.
Ability to Maintain Current Data pertains to the amount of 

monitoring the system does on changes in data. In real terms, 

this criterion will pertain to the number of times per year that 
the system questions the students for changes in data. The pre

ferred system will have the smallest expected amount of obsolete 
data. It is assumed that the system which updates its data the 
most is the system with the smallest expected amount of obsolete 
data. Again, this criterion is broken into parts corresponding 
to the eight groups of "raw data."

Purgeability pertains to the ability of the system to be checked 

periodically with the intention of purging information. The 
preferred system will have the ability to have its information 

purged at every level of detail.

Speed of Data Acquisition pertains to the time required to input 

and/or output data. This does not include the time required to 
place inputted information in a retrievable position (see 

page 13). The preferred system will require less time to do the 

above. This criterion has eight parts corresponding to the 
categories of data.

Response Time of Services is similar to the above criterion and 

pertains to the time required for the system user to create a
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report, data, or reminder request, and/or, given that a request 

has been made, the time required to output that information.
This also applies to flags in terms of the timeliness. The pre
ferred system will require less time. This criterion is broken 
into three parts based on the three services given above.

7. Accuracy of Flags pertains to the ability of the system to send 
the correct reminder to the correct recipient. The preferred 

system will have a lower probability of sending the wrong flag to 

a recipient or sending a flag to the wrong person, or both.

Statement of Technology 

The statement of technology is an attempt to define the total 
universe of available resources, giving no concern for its mode of 

employment. The following categories of resources are the technology 
which the system can employ. The set of systems resulting from these 
categories generate the technology cotyledon.

Personnel, such as secretaries, employed students, programmers 

and even the director of administration systems, can be used as part of 

the system. The present system employs secretaries as its primary 
components.

Hardware is a broad term for everything which is a physical 

device of some type. This includes all types of computers, all input/out

put devices, files and file cabinets and microform machines.

Software is another broad term for everything not physical. That 

is, techniques, programs, higher level languages, compilers, operational 
procedures, data manipulation procedures, file search and selection and
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file maintenance and updating. Jobs done for the department by outside 
organizations, such as microform processing, etc., will also be included 
here.

Data Media are all media on which data (and/or services) are 
stored and retrieved. This includes "hard copies" such as paper and 
photograph paper, all microforms, storage media such as magnetic cards, 

disks, drums, magnetic tapes, and paper tapes.

Some of these resources have already been developed in terms of 
the University as a whole. As it is now, all of the information kept in 
the department about students (except a few pictures and advisor's names) 

are generated by the University. Hence, even though the University sys
tem is covered in the above, it could be considered a separate system in 
the technology.

Resource Utilization Criteria

Resource utilization criteria are used to determine how effec

tively each system uses its resources. Naturally, cost is an important 

criterion, and since funds to the department come from different sources, 
cost can be broken into three categories. The rest of the criteria are 

concerned with the system's operation and its effectiveness.
1. Costs of the preferred system will be lower. These costs are

broken into the following categories:

1.1 Setup or capital costs pertains to any initial expenditures.

1.2 Operation and rental costs pertain to any running costs 
other than salaries and wages.



1.3 Wages and salaries can be broken into two categories:

1.3.1 Hourly wages are students' salaries, etc.

1.3.2 Salaries are secretaries' salaries, etc.
Ease of Query Generation is a subjective assessment as to the 
facility of storing data, retrieving data and creating a request 

for a report or reminder. The system will be subjectively 
judged and given one of three ratings denoted "very easy," 
"tolerable," and "impossible." The preferred system will have 

the greatest facility in doing the above; that is, it will have 

the rating "very easy." This criterion is broken down according 
to the eight types of data and three types of services (e.g., 
ease of storing and retrieving personal data is the first part 

of this criterion).
Availability pertains to the amount of down time; that is, the 
amount of time units in which the system will not accept any 

inputs or generate any outputs when it should do so. The pre

ferred system will have the shortest expected down time.

Because certain hours of the day are more important than others 

(i.e., 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.), this criterion is broken into two 
parts; that is, the down time during working hours (i.e.,
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on weekdays) and down time during all 
other hours.

Reliability pertains to the system's ability to avoid losing or 

confusing information; that is, its ability to be consistent 
within itself. This criterion is logically broken into two



parts: the system's ability to prevent the occurrence of
spurious information and its ability not to lose information.

The ability to prevent the occurrence of spurious information can 
be stated in another way as the probability that information is 
confused (e.g., the probability that data about a student is 
placed in another student's file). The preferred system will 

have the lowest probability of this occurrence. The ability to 
keep from losing information can similarly be stated as the 
probability that a piece of inputted information will become 

unretrievab 1e. The preferred system will have the lowest 
probability of this occurrence.
Security pertains to the system's ability to allow access only to 

authorized personnel and to be able to distinguish levels of 

authorization. It is possible that graduate students who are 
teaching need certain information about students. However, it is 
also possible that there is information in the system to which a 

graduate student should not have access. Hence, the system which 

has a tight security at many.levels of authorization (i.e., 
information separated and placed into many levels of access 
privilege) will be the preferred system.

Readability pertains to the quality of information media. This 
is a subjective assessment and will be broken down into cate

gories denoted "highly legible," "decipherable," and "nonintelli- 

gible." The preferred system will have a "highly legible" 
rating. This criterion is broken into eight parts corresponding
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to the eight categories of data since it is conceivable that 
different media be used for different types of data.

7. Promptness of Data Storage pertains to the time required for 
data, which has already been inputted into the system, to be 
placed in a retrievable condition. The preferred system will 
require the shortest time. This criterion is not the same as 

speed of data acquisition (see page 7). It has nothing to do 
with input or output. This criterion is broken into the eight 

parts corresponding to the eight types of data.
8. Effects of Growth in Size pertains to the ability of the system 

to handle increases in data storage requirements. This is a 
partially subjective, partially objective, assessment of the 
amount of change the system must undergo to handle a specified 

increase in data storage requirements. This change will be 
measured in terms of all the above criteria. The preferred sys
tem will experience no loss in its performance ratings.

Tradeoff Criteria 

Theoretically and realistically, there will be systems which 

satisfy the input/output specifications and are implementable in the 
technology. This set of systems comprises a third set and generates a 

third cotyledon called the feasibility cotyledon. Typically, the number 

of systems that are in this third set and rank high with respect to the 

need satisfaction criteria or with respect to the resource utilization 
criteria is large. If there is only one system in the set of systems
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that generates the feasibility cotyledon, which ranks higher vis-a-vis 
both need satisfaction criteria and resource utilization criteria, it is 
obvious which system to pick as the best system. However, how would one 
pick the best system if there are two or more systems in the set of sys
tems which generate the feasibility cotyledon, where some rank high vis- 
a-vis need satisfaction criteria and others rank high vis-a-vis resource 
utilization criteria? Also, how would the best system be chosen if 

there were several systems which ranked high in all areas of concern?
One solution might be to draw cards or rely on randomness. Since all of 
these systems are "good," this is a valid method. However, a more 

analytical way would be to define a set of tradeoff criteria.

Typically, if a system is built with certain criteria in mind, 
there will be other criteria under which that system will rank poorly.
The tradeoff criteria then are certain combinations of these criteria 

placed together in such a,way as to see how they behave together as one 
criteria. For example, a system which has little costs will rank high 
under the cost criterion. Another system, which has computer terminals 

in every room might cost more but perform well under the response time 

criteria. Which system is best? Logically, one might choose the system 
which has the lowest time-cost product. This is the tradeoff. In 

management systems, the most common tradeoff criterion is profit. 
Theoretically, the interdisciplinary team and the client can negotiate 
all possible combinations of resource utilization and need satisfaction 
criteria. However, in practice only those criteria considered to be most 

important by the client need be used. In the case of the student
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information system, each tradeoff criterion is based on more than two 
need satisfaction and resource utilization criteria since more than two 
criteria conflict with each other, creating a tradeoff.

The following tradeoff criteria were generated in order of their 
importance with the client:

1. Capabilities per Unit Cost -- This criterion is measured in terms
of the ratio of the type and number of data and services 

offered by the system to the total cost of the system for a 
specified length of time. The preferred system will have the 
highest ratio. This criterion has 11 categories corresponding to 

the 11 types of data and services.

2. Response Time-Cost -- This criterion measures the product of the
’ time required to input data plus the time required to input a

quest plus the time required for the system to create a report 

and the cost of the system over a specified length of time. The 
preferred system will have the lowest product. This criterion 
also has 11 categories corresponding to the 11 types of data and 

services.

3. Facility Capabilities -- This criterion, which is partially sub

jective and partially objective, weighs data storage and service 
capabilities versus user facility. The system will be given one 

of three numbers corresponding to three possible subjective 
classifications of facility (see the second resource utilization 
criterion), and this number will be multiplied by the number of 

data and service types offered by the system. The preferred



system will have the highest product. This criterion has ten 
categories corresponding to the eight types of data, statistics 
and lists.
Facility and Speed of Data and Services Acquisition -- This cri
terion takes the ratio of the number assigned by the facility 
rating generated exactly as above in criterion 3 to the time 

required to input and output data plus the time required to place 
a piece of data in a retrievable condition or the time required 
to create a request and receive a report. The preferred system 

will have the largest ratio. This criterion also has ten cate

gories corresponding to the same ten types of data and services 
as in criterion 3.

Cost of Readability —  This criterion measures the ratio between 

cost and readability. Readability, as defined in the resource 
utilization criteria, is a subjective assessment of the system 
into one of three categories ("highly legible," "decipherable," 

and "nonintelligible"). A number will be generated by this 

assessment and this number will be the ratio. The preferred sys

tem will have the.largest ratio overall. This criterion, again, 

has ten categories corresponding to the same types of data and 

services as in criterion 3.
Cost of Facility -- This criterion is basically the same as cri
terion 5 except it measures the ratio between cost and facility. 

Facility is subjectively assessed in the same manner as read

ability ("high legible," "decipherable," and "nonintelligible").
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The preferred system will have the largest ratio. This criterion 
also has ten categories corresponding to the same ten types of 
data and services given in criterion 3.

7. Cost of Accuracy -- This criterion measures the ratio of cost to 
"accuracy." "Accuracy" is in terms of the system’s ability to 

maintain current data, the ability to prevent lost or spurious 
information, and the ability to prevent the system from out- 
putting the wrong flag and/or outputting a flag to the wrong 
recipient. The preferred system will have the lowest ratio.

8. Cost of Availability -- This criterion measures the product of 
amount of time that the system is down; that is, the amount of 

time the system is not receiving any inputs or generating any 

outputs when the system should, and the cost of the system. The 
preferred system has the lowest product. This criterion has two 
categories corresponding to down time during working hours and 

down time during off hours.

9. Security Versus Purgeability -- This criterion measures the pro
duct of the level of security offered, one over the probability 

of a security leak in system z and the level to the system z can 

be checked with the intention of purging information. The pre
ferred system will have the largest product.

Statement of System Testing Requirements 

One might, at this point, ask the question. Why would testing be 

considered as part of the literary formulation and in the first part of 
the negotiations?
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Any system (large or small) can appear to be-operating well under 

one test and poorly under a different test. In the case of smaller sys
tems (such as an electric circuit), it might be obvious as to which test 
to use (measure the current and the voltage at specified points); 
however, with large systems this is not so. It is important then that 

the system test plan be negotiated in the problem definition in order to 

find a procedure that is closest to the client's requirements. If this 

is not done and the system is built, confusion as to which test to use 
can occur and the client has no idea as to whether the test is following 

his interests or the vendor's interests.

The system test plan should provide a procedure for determining 
whether or not a system is better than the existing system. Also, the 
plan should include ways to determine the comparability of a model with 
the real system should a model be used in testing or forecasting.

The areas for system testing, since the test is in relation to 
the client's needs and the available resources, are generated by the need 

satisfaction criteria, resource utilization criteria and tradeoff 
criteria. The system must be evaluated on the basis of the following:

1. The number and types of data storable by the system.

2. The number and types of services provided by the system.

3. The average amount of obsolete data in the system.
4. The degree to which the system's data can be checked for possible 

unwanted data.

5. The average time required for a system user to input and output 
raw data.
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6. The average time it takes for a system user to request and 

receive a report.
7. The ratio of the number of times a system successfully outputted 

the correct reminder to the correct recipient to the number of 
times the system failed to do so.

8. The cost of the system (both initial and running) .

9. The facility of storing and retrieving data and creating a
request for a certain type of report from the system.

10. The average down time of the system.

11. The number of times the system lost inputted information or
placed information in the wrong place.

12. The number of levels of security the system provides and the
degree of difficulty one must overcome in order to break the
security.

13. The subjective quality of information media.
14. The time required to place inputted data in a retrievable 

condition.



CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM THEORETIC FORMULATION

The system theoretic formulation of the problem definition is a 
mathematical representation of the literary formulation. This formula
tion has, as given by Wymore (1973a) six steps. The input/output speci
fication is derived primarily from the statement of need, the technology 
is derived from the statement of available resources, the three merit 
orderings are derived from the three sets of criteria over the three 

cotyledons, and the procedure for testing is derived from the statement 

of system testing requirements. Also, the six steps depend on each other 
in that the merit orderings are orderings over the set of systems which 
satisfy the input/output specifications and/or the set of systems 

implementable in the technology. Greater detail is part of this precise 

mathematical formulation, and hence this formulation can be generated 
only after further negotiations with the client.

Input/Output Specifications 

This specification is an exhaustive definition of what goes into 
and comes out of the system. These inputs and outputs are organized in 
relation to time in the form of a function and then these functions are 

matched in such a way as to describe the total range of possibility in 

terms of how the system might act. This specification, according to 

Wymore (1973a) includes a name for the specification, the set of all
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possible inputs and input functions, the set of all possible outputs and 
output functions, and a matching between input and output functions.

1. The name of this specification is INFSPC.

2. The inputs to INFSPC, denoted INPUTS(INFSPC), will be the set 
QUESTS X DATA where:
2.1 QUESTS is the set of all sets of lists of actions that 

request data or services concerning student relation infor
mation (a listing of these data and services are given

on page 7) or nothing.
2.2 DATA consists of the set of all sets of information related 

to a student which is somehow connected with the Department 
of Systems and Industrial Engineering at The University of 
Arizona, a student identifier (e.g., social security number) 
and general student-related information.

3. The input functions of INFSPC, denoted INFCNS(INFSPC) will be 
discrete with values in the set INPUTS(INFSPC) at discrete times, 
and no input at all other times.

4. The outputs to INFSPC, denoted OUTPUTS(INFSPC), will be from the

set BESPNS where RESPNS is an element of DATA and/or some service
reply or nothing. A service reply is a report or reminder or a ***

message stating that the system is unable to accomplish the 
request.

5. The output functions of INFSPC, denoted OUTFNS(INFSPC), are 

discrete with values in OUTPUTS(INFSPC) at discrete times and no 
output at other times,
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6, The matching function of INFSPC, denoted MCHFCN(INFSPC) matches 

each input function f in INFNS(INFSPC) with a set of output func

tions in OUTFNS(INFSPC) such that the following is true.

6.1 If the value of the output function, denoted d, at time t,
is from the set DATA, then d must have appeared in the
input function f at a time prior to t.

6.2 If the value of the output function at time t is a reminder 
or a list of students, then a request for that output must 
have appeared in the input function f at a time prior to t.

6.3 If the value of the output at time t is a message stating

that the system is unable to accomplish a request, then the
request it cannot satisfy must have appeared in the input 

function f at a time prior to t and that request must have 

required data that did not appear in f at any time prior

to t.

Technology
It is obvious that the task of defining the total universe of 

available technology in any detail (with respect to states, transition 

functions, etc.) is unwieldy at best. However, an idea of the technology 
available is essential to even a preliminary view of the problem. There
fore, to define the technology, the technology will be given a name and 

an attempt will be made to discuss possible components the system might 

use with the idea in mind that the resultant of some coupling recipe 
which utilizes these components could be a typical system. These 
components could be used in part, once, or many times in the system.



Let the name of the technology, from which an information 
storage and retrieval system will be constructed, be called 
INFTEC.

Let INFTEC contain any system whose components are in the set 
PERSONNEL V HARDWARE U SOFTWARE U DATA MEDIA U UNIVRSIS. Also, 
let INFTEC contain all systems which are isomorphic to any system 

whose components are in the above set.
2.1 Let PERSONNEL be the set of all persons which are concerned 

with the operation of the system. This includes students 
employed by the department, secretaries, programmers, and 

possibly the Director of Administrative Systems.
2.2 Let HARDWARE be the set of all electromechanical devices 

used to store and retrieve information. This includes files 

and file cabinets; input/output devices such as card 
readers, line printers, C.R.T. terminals, typewriter 
terminals (and connecting lines), disk and tape drives, 
magnetic card readers, paper tape readers, microform 

readers, actual computers, and minicomputers, which would be 
provided by CDC, DEC, IBM, Honeywell, Xerox, Sperry Rand, 

Burroughs. For a more detailed explanation of the above and 

how they typically work together (and separately), see 
Flores (1970, pp. 190-223) .

2.3 Let SOFTWARE be the set of all techniques, programs, ser

vices, and operations. This set includes file indexing 

techniques for file input and output, file search and
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selection, file maintenance and updating; it also includes 
procedures and programs set up for data manipulation (e.g., 
COBOL or some specialized compiler). Services such as micro
form printing from magnetic tape, etc., can also be 
included here. For more detail into these as typical sys

tems , see Flores (1970, Judd (1973), and Hartman, Matthes 
and Proeme (1968) .

2.4 Let DATA MEDIA be the, set of all media used to store and 
retrieve information. This includes hardcopies (like 

paper), any microforms, all data storage media such as 
magnetic cards, disks, drums, magnetic tape and paper tape. 
For more details, see Flores (1970).

2.5 Let UNIVRSIS be the system that is used by the University 

and is given in detail by Moffit (1974).

Merit Orderings
The merit orderings over the three cotyledons are a system 

theoretic formulation which defines the system’s performance parameters 

and shows how to judge candidate systems. First, a probability distri
bution, which all three orderings use, will be defined; then the perfor

mance index, figure of merit, and merit orderings will be defined, first 

over the input/output cotyledon, then over the technology cotyledon, and 

finally over the feasibility cotyledon.
The performance index defines, in a system theoretic sense> the 

system's performance in relation to the criteria given in the literary 

formulation and a specific system experiment (with a specific input 
function). The definition of the performance index has four steps: give
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the index a name; define the set which the index is defined on; define 
the set of symbols which the index will use to assign to a system; and 
define the way in which these symbols will be assigned to a system.
After the system's performance is represented by a group of symbols given 

by the performance index with respect to each possible system experiment, 
a figure of merit can be computed. This is done by associating each 
system experiment with a probability (which is done by a probability 

distribution) and then, assigning an overall system performance via the 

performance index and the probability for each system experiment. If the 
performance indices are numerical, the figure of merit can be computed 
via an expected value; that is, the figure of merit can be computed by 

multiplying the value of the performance index from each system experi

ment by the probability of that experiment and summing over all possible 
system experiments. The definition of this probability distribution 

involves five steps: give the distribution a name; define the set over

which the distribution is defined; define a finite subset of that set; 

assign numbers between 0 and 1 to the elements in that subset; and prove 
the sum of the numbers is 1. The definition of a figure of merit has 
four steps: give the figure of merit a name; define the set of systems

(or cotyledon) over which the figure of merit is defined; define the set 
of symbols which the figure of merit will use; and define the set of 

rules and procedures necessary for the figure of merit to assign those 

symbols to systems with respect to all possible experiments. Finally, 
the merit ordering decides on the best system based on a set of rules 
and/or procedures which utilize the system's figure of merit. This merit 

ordering has five steps in the formal definition: give the ordering a
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name; define the set of systems from which the merit ordering will order; 
give a procedure by which to decide whether or not "is at least as 
good as" z^, where z^ and z^ are two systems to be ordered; if z^ is "as 

good as" z0, then assign the symbol yes to the pair (zn,z0), if not, 

assign the symbol no to the pair (z^,Z2 ); show the reflective property in 
the merit ordering; and show the transitive property in the merit 
ordering.

Since all orderings use the probability distribution, it will be 
defined first, and then the orderings.

A Finite Probability Distribution
The task of a probability distribution, in terms of the tri

cotyledon theory is, theoretically, to assign a probability (i.e., a 

number between 0 and 1) to all possible system experiments. Obviously, 

this task is far from trivial. In fact, the task of assigning meaningful 
numbers to all experiments is virtually impossible. Rather than solve 
this problem, there is a way to get around it; that is, to pick a finite 

subset of the set of all system experiments via a set of scenarios and 
simply assign zero probability to all elements which are outside that 
finite subset. A scenario is defined here as an experiment of the.form 

(f,x,t) where f is one particular input function, x is a simulated 

initial state and t is preset to a time thought to be close to a possible 
life cycle of the system. This method, although not theoretically com

plete, is a practical solution. In many cases, only one experiment 

derived from a scenario with a probability of 1 assigned to it is used.
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In this specific case, nine experiments will be derived from three input 
functions, each with three different time values.

1. Let infopdf be a finite probability distribution.
2. The finite probability distribution infopdf is defined over the 

set of all system experiments (f,x,t) of the system z, where f is 
an input function, x an initial state, and t the time.

3. Let the finite subset of the set of all system experiments con
sist of the nine experiments:

(fp ,x1,t) for t = 260, 520, 780

(fu,x2,t) for t = 260, 520, 780

(fjl,x3,t) for t = 260, 520, 780

where t is in weeks; x^, x^ and x^ are initial states of the

system; and f , f^ and f^ are input functions.
3.1 Let fp, fy and f^ be defined by the computer program in

Appendix D, where f denotes a function based on an estimate 

of the mean system activity at present, f denotes a func

tion based on an upper estimate of the mean system activity, 
and f^ denotes a function based on a lower estimate of the 

mean system activity. Let the following be the assumptions 

which support the computer program.
3.1.1 The number of quests and the number of data types 

inputted (or arriving) to the system are governed by 

a Poisson process.
3.1.2 Six mean arrival,rates; that is, two mean arrival 

rates, and .for each of the three functions
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are given subjectively and are inputted 
into the computer program. The variable is the 

mean arrival rate during registration or high 
activity weeks. The rest of the weeks have X' ■ mean 
arrival rate. There are four evenly spaced weeks out 
of the year (starting with the second week) that are 

considered busy (high activity).

3.1.3 Each request has a probability of .5 of being a 
request for data and a probability of .5 of being a 

request for a service.

3.1.4 If the request is for a service, the probability of 
it being a request for a list is .5 and the proba

bility of it being a request for statistics is .5.

3.1.5 If the input is a request for data or data to be 
inputted, the probability of each type of data is as
follows:

personal data .3

academic data .1
term data .1

course data .25

graphic data .05

medical data .01
alumni data .14

documents .05
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3.1.6 The probability (of occurrence in the input function) 

of the specified types of personal data, or statis

tics, etc., are uniformly distributed.

4. Let the following probabilities apply. The subjective proba
bility that:

5 years is the life cycle of the system is 1/2*

10 years is the life cycle of the system is 1/3*

15 years is the life cycle of the system is 1/6*
f is based on the correct activity rate is 6/9

f is based on the correct activity rate is 2/9
f^ is based on the correct activity rate is 1/9

Hence, the following probabilities are assigned. The probability 
of:

(fp ,x1,260) 6/9 X 1/2 = 1/3

Cf ^,520) = 6/9 X 1/3 = 2/9
(f),x1,780) - 6/9 X 1/6 = 1/9
(fu ,x2,260) = 2/9 X 1/2 = 1/9

(fu ,x2,520) = 2/9 X 1/3 = 2/27

/—\ <1 00 o 2/9 X 1/6 = 1/27

Cfr x3,260) = 1/9 xl/2 = 1/18
(fr x3,520) 1/9 X 1/3 = 1/27
(fr x3,780) = 1/9 X 1/6 = 1/54

*It should be noted here that this subjective probability is, in part, a 
weighting factor which says that the first 5 years are more important 
to consider, since the probability of retiring the system is higher in 
15 years than in 5 years.
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5. The probabilities add to 1:

1/2 +2/9 + 1/9 + 1/9 + 2/27 + 1/27 + 1/18 + 1/27 + 1/54 = 1.

Input/Output Performance Index
1. Let the name of this index be infiox.
2. Let inf vox be defined on any system experiment of the system z

where z is any system which satisfies INFSPC.

3. Let infiox assign symbols of the form {data, stv, ort, prg,

timdat, timsvv, figae) where figae is a real number not negative; 

pvg is an integer number not negative; data is an eight-tuple and 
its components, from first to last, are, respectively, an 18- 
tuple, 9-tuple, 7-tuple, 5-tuple, 3-tuple, 1-tuple, 9-tuple and 
1-tuple of real numbers not negative; s w  is a three-tuple and 
its components, from-first to last, are, respectively, a 7-tuple, 
13-tuple and 4-tuple of real numbers not negative; evt and timdat
are eight-tuples of real numbers not negative; and timsrv is a
three-tuple of real numbers not negative.

4. Let (f,x,t) be a system experiment of the system z where f is an

input function to z, x is a state of z, and t is a time value for

the system z. Then infiox.assigns symbols of the form (data, 

srv, art, prg, timdat, timsrv, ftgad) and each of these compo
nents are defined below in 4.1, 4.2, ..., 4.7, respectively.

4.1 Let data be defined as follows:

data = (prsn, aodme, trm, ars, mdal, grpha, Irmi, 

dcimts)

where each component is defined below:



where, for i = 1, 2, ..., 18, is the number of students 

for which the ith type of personal data (as given on page 7) 
appeared in the input function f and was accepted (stored) 
by the system z, and is the total number of students for 

which the ith type of personal data appeared in f. If =
0, that is, if the ith type of personal data did not appear
in f at all, then p^/q^ = 1/2.

al a2 a9acdmo = (r— , — , ..., — )
1 2 9

where, for i = 1, 2, ..., 9, a^ is the number of students 
for which the ith type of academic data (as given on page 
8) appeared in f and was accepted by the system z, and b^ 

is the total number of students for which the ith type of 

academic data appeared in f. If b^ = 0, that is, if the 

ith type of academic data did not appear in f at all, then

ai^bi = 1/'2'

^1 ^2 ^7
cv  v  ^

where, for i = 1, 2, ..., 7, t^ is the number of students 

for which the ith type of term data (as given on page 8) 

appeared in f and was accepted by the system z, and u^ is 
the total number of students for which the ith type of term 

data appeared in f. If u^ =0, that is, if the ith type of



term data did not appear in £ at all, then t^/tu = 1/2.

where, for i = 1, 2, ..., 5, is the number of students
for which the ith type of course data (as given on page 8)
appeared in f and was accepted by the system z, and d^ is
the total number of students for which the ith type of
course data (as given on page 8) appeared in f. If d^ = 0,
that is, if the ith type of course data did not appear in f
at all, then c./d. = 1/2.1 1

where, for i = 1, 2, 3, mu is the number of students for 

which the ith type of medical data (as given on page 8) 
appeared in f and was accepted by the system z, and n^ is 
the total number of students for which the ith type of 

medical data appeared in f. If n^ = 0, that is, if the ith 

type of medical data did not appear in f at all, then 

nu/n^ = 1/2.

grpho =

where g is the number of times graphic data appeared in f 
and was accepted by the system z, and h is the total number 
of times graphic data appeared in f. If h = 0, that is, if 
no graphic data appeared in f, then g/h = 1/2.



where, for i = 1, 2, 9, is the number of students
for which the ith type of alumni data appeared in f and was 
accepted by the system z, and is the total number of 

students for which the ith type of alumni data appeared in 
f. If = 0, that is, if the ith type of alumni data did 
not appear in f, then jL/k^ = 1/2.

dcrmts = —  e
where j is the number of times a document appeared in f and 

was accepted by the system z, and e is the total number of 

times a document appeared in f. If e = 0, that is, if no 
documents appear in f, then j/e = 1/2.

Let s w  be defined as follows: 
stv = {ststos, let, fig) 

where the above components are defined below:

where, for i = 1, 2, ..., 7, s^ is the number of times a 

request for the ith type of statistic (as given on page 9) 

appeared in f and was satisfied, and r^ is the total number 
of times a request for the ith type of statistic appeared in 

f. If r^ = 0, that is, if no request for the ith type of 

statistic appeared in f at all, then s^/r\ = 1/2.



where, for i = 1, 2, 13, is the number of times a
request for the ith type of list (as given on page 9) 
appeared in f and that list was eventually outputted, and v^ 

is the total number of times a request for the ith type of 
list appeared in f. If v^ = 0, that is, if no request for 
the ith type of list appeared in f at all, then o^/v^ = 1/2.

fig = the number of the types of flags outputted by 
system z.

Let eurmt be defined as follows:
eurrnt = (oprsn, oacdmo, atrm, oars, omdol, egrphc, 

olrm'i, edormts')

where cpvsn, eaodmo, atrm, o o p s, olmni, and odcmnts are the 
average numbers of times per year the system z updated 
personal data, academic background data, term data, course 

data, alumni data, and documents, respectively, during the 
experiment (f,x,t).
Let ppg be defined as follows:

■ppg = 0 if the system is not checked with the inten

tion of purging information, and 

= Ivl if the system is checked with the intention 

of purging information, 

where Zvl is the number of levels of detail at which the 
system is checked.
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4.5 Let timdat be defined as follows:
timdat = (tpvsn, -baodmc, ttrm, tars, tmdat, tgrph, 

tlmn-i, tdermts) 

where tprsn, taodmo, ttrm, tars, tmdat, tgrph, ttvmi, and 
tdamnts are the average times required for the system user 
to prepare (for input) into the system z, plus the average 
times required for the system user to prepare a request for, 
from the system z, personal data, academic background data, 

term data, course data, medical data, graphic data, alumni 

data, and documents, respectively.
4.6 Let timsrv be defined as follows:

tdmsrv = (tststcs, ttst, tftg) 

where tststos is the average elapse time from the time a 

request for a statistic is inputted into the system z to the 

time the statistic is outputted, ttst is the averaged 
elapsed time from the time a request for a list is inputted 
into the system z to the time the list is outputted, and 

tftg is the average time required by the system z (after 

there is a need for a flag) to create and output a flag.

4.7 Let ftgaabe defined as follows:

f ^ . S S S ^ S S E .

where m)mg is the number of incorrect flags outputted by 

system z, nwrap is the number of flags sent by system z to 
the wrong recipient, and nftgs is the total number of flags 
outputted by system z.
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Input/Output Figure of Merit

1. Let inf fin be a figure of merit.

2. Let infifim be defined over the input/output cotyledon determined 
by INFSPC.

3. Let infifim assign to any system z which satisfies INFSPC the 
symbols (edata, esrv, eevt, epvg, etimdat, etimsrv, eflgac) where 

edata, esrv, eort, eprg, etimdat, etimsrv, eflgac, are the same 
form as data, srv, art, prg, timdat, timsrv, and fitgac, respec

tively, in infiiox.
4. Let infifim assign to the system z the expected value of the per

formance index infiiox with respect to the finite probability 
distribution infiopdf, where the expected value is the value of 
infiiox for the ith experiment (f^,x^,t^) times the probability of 
that ith experiment given by infiiox, and these summed over all 

experiments included in infiopdf.

Input/Output Merit Ordering

1. Let infino be the name of this merit ordering.
2. Let infimo be defined over the input/output cotyledon defined by

INFSPC.

3. Let z^ and z^ be two systems which satisfy INFSPC, and let z^ be

the system that exists in the department at present. Then, infimo
assigns the symbols yes or no to the pair (z, ,-zI) according to** * m, m, JL &

the following:
3.1 Let ioscore be a mapping defined over the set of systems

which satisfy INFSPC with values in the set of real numbers.
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Let inffm assign the symbols (a^,a2, , a5,a6,a^) to the
system Zq where Zq satisfies INFSPCi and let i-nffm assign 
the symbols (e^,e2,e2 ,e^,6g,e^,6y) to the system zg where 
ze is the same as in 3 above (the resulting values, e^, 

i = 1, 2, 7, being held as constants). Define
iosoove{z^ as follows:

and where all w ’s (above and below) are weighting factors, 

and where x. and k. for i = 1, 2, ..., 7, are defined asi i .
follows:

■vos cove (z^

where

if x. = k. = 0i i

1 2  83.1.1 Let e. and a. be denoted as (e., e., e.) andi i i i i
1 2  8(a^, a^, a^), respectively, for i = 1, 3, 5;

1 2  3 1 2  3(e^, e^, e^) and (a^, a^, a^), respectively, for

i = 2,6; e^ and a^, respectively, for i = 4,7. 

Let e^ and a^ be denoted as follows: (*e^, ^ej, .

1e|) and (^a^, ^a^, ..., ^aj), respectively, where

i = 18 for j = 1

9 for j = 2, 7
77 for j = 3

5 for j = 4
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= 3 for j = 5

and simply ej and aj for j = 6, 8. Let and a^ be

denoted as follows: ( " ^ ,____ ____ _ ^e^) and

(1a^, 2a^, 1a^), respectively, where

i = 7 for j = 1
= 13 for j = 2

and simply e^ and a^, respectively, for j = 3.
3.1.2 Define the following:

8 
Z 
3 = 1

where
18 . . . .  

ej = z 1ej 1w| for j = 1;
i=l

9 . . . .
= Z ̂ e^ w^ for j = 2, 7;

i=l
7 . . . .

= Z 1ê  Xw^ for j = 3;
i=l 1

ki = .2. ei wi

= Z êij for j = 4;
i=l 1
3 . . . .

= Z 1ei for j = 5;
i=l

= ej for j = 6, 8.

k9 = z e9 w-) 
 ̂ 3 = 1
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where

7 .
e^ = Z ^e^ 1w^ for j = 4;z i=i z z

13 ' j i 
2 "2= Z 1e^ 1w^ for j = 2;

i=l

= e^ for j = 3.

8
Z
j = l

= Z for i = 3;

= e. for i = 4;
1

8 w*!
= Z -4- for i = 5;

j = l e?

8 w?
= Z -4- for i = 6;

j=l e?

ei

and

8 .
x = Z a]

j = l 1

where

for i = 7.

18 . .
al = S lal lwl for i = 1;i=l

= I 1â  for j = 2, 7;
i=l
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i=l
for j = 3;

■
for j = 4;

■ i c. i ‘-i v> for j 

for j

= 5;

= 6, 8,

x„ =

where

a! =

A "=

j ,  M  ‘-=

13 . . .  .
■f, ^  '"5

= a

x. =

2

8 . . 

j = l ^  "3

ai

for j = 1;

for j 

for j

= 2;

= 3;

for i = 3; 

for i = 4;

8 w 
= E —  

j=l a

3 w 
= E —  

j = l a

for i = 5;

for i = 6;

ai
for i = 7.
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3.2 Determine 'Losoove (ẑ ) and 'ioscove^z^), where and z^ are 

the same as in 3 above.
3.3 Assign the symbol yes to the pair if and only if

•iosoore{z^) >_ ■tosoove{Zy). Assign the symbol no to the pair 
{z^yZy) otherwise.

4. The merit ordering infmo is reflexive. To any pair (z^,z^),
where z1 satisfies INFSPC, infmo assigns yes since 'Losoove (z.) =1 ~~ ~ 1
■Loseove (ẑ ) .

5. The merit ordering is transitive. If 'Lnfmo assigns yes to the 
pairs (z1,z2) and (z^z^) , then ioscore{z^) >_ iosoove{z^) and 

■iosooreiZy) >_ ■Losoove {z^). Hence, -Losoove{z^) >_-Losoove{z^) and 
infmo assigns yes to the pair (z^,z^).

Technology Performance Index

1. Let the name of this index be inftex.
2. Let inftex be defined on any system experiment of the system z

where z is any system which satisfies INFTEC.

3. Let inftex assign symbols of the form (costs, fotty, avZbity,

vtbtty, souvty, vdbZty, pvmpt, effots) where avZbZty and vZbZty 
are two-tuples of real numbers, not negative; souvty is the form 
(nZeveZ, bveak) where nZeveZ is a non-negative integer number, 
and bveak is a non-negative real number; effots is of the form 
(At/o, Atec) where Li/o and Atec are seven-tuples of non-negative 
real numbers; vdbZty and time are eight-tuples of real numbers 
not negative; costs is a four-tuple and foZty is a ten-tuple, 
both of real numbers not negative.
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4. Let (f,x,t) be a system experiment of the system z where f is an 

input function to z, x is a state of z, and t is a time value for 
the system z. Then teoi-ndex assigns symbols of the form (posts, 
folty, avlblty, vtbtty, sourty, rdbtty, time, effats') where each 
of these components are defined below in 4.1, 4.2, 4.8,
respectively.
4.1 Let oosts be defined as follows:

costs = (cptZ, run, wages, saZavies) 
where eptZ is the initial expense (in dollars) of the system 
z, run is the average running and rental costs per year (in 
dollars) of the system z, wages is the average hourly wages 

. paid per year (in dollars) to support the system z, and 

saZZartes is the average contracted salaries paid per year 
(in dollars) to support the system z.

4.2 Let faZty be defined as follows:
foZty = (fprsn, facdmc, ftrm, fors, frndaZ, fgrph, 

fZrm-i, fdarmts, fststas, fZst) 

where fprsn, facdmc, ftrm, fcrs, fmdcZ, fgrph, fZrmi, and 
fdarmts are computed via a subjective assessment which per
tains to the facility of inputting and outputting, respec

tively, personal data, academic data, term data, course 

data, medical data, graphic data, alumni data, and documents. 

fststcs and fZst are also subjective assessments but they are 
concerned with the facility with which a request can be 

created for statistics and lists, respectively. They are
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given the following values:

2 if the system z receives a "very easy" subjective 

rating,
1 if the system z receives a "tolerable" subjective 
rating, and

0 if the system z receives an "impossible" subjective 

rating.
4.3 Let avVbtty be defined as follows:

avTblty = {avtmain, avtoff) 

where avtmain is the average down time* per year (in hours) 

of the system z during main hours, that is, from 8:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday; and avtoff is the 
average down time per year (in hours) of the system z 

during all off hours, that is, all hours other than from 

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

4.4 Let rtbtty be defined as follows:

■j-t-j. _ f ntmswg nimtst .
* m  ^nutsnptd* nutsnptd

where ntmswg Ls the number of times the inputted data was

placed in the wrong "place" in the system z, ntmtst is the

number of times the information that was inputted became
irretrievable, and nutsnptd is the total number of data

units inputted into the system z. Data units are computed

in terms of the types of data (as given on page 7) times

*The term "down time" is. used here as the time when the system will not 
accept an input or generate an output the way it normally would.
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the number of students for which each type was inputted 

(e.g., local address and permanent address for three students 
would be six data units).

5 Let seuTty be defined as follows:

sourty = inlevel, )

where nlevel is the number of levels of security offered, 
nuntlw is the number of persons who are not given 

accessibility to the system z but were successful in 
breaking the security of the system z (i.e., the number of 

unauthorized persons who successfully gained access to sys
tem z and its files), and nhrd is the number of persons 
hired by the department to break the system. If nlevel = 0, 
then nhrd = 0; in this case, the value nunthv/nhrd may be 
defined as some "very large number" (i.e., lO*®®). If 

nlevel >0, then it is required that rikvd > 0.
6 Let vdblty be defined as follows:

vdblty = irpvsn, vaedme, vtrm, vevs, rmdal, rgvpho, 

vlrrrni, rdarmts) 

where rprsn, vaedme, vtrm, revs, vmdel, rgvphe, rlrmi, and 

rdemnts are computed via a subjective assessment and pertain 

to the quality of information media on which the system z 
outputs personal data, academic data, term data, course data, 

medical data, graphic data, alumni data, and documents, 

respectively. They are given the following values:
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1.2* if the system z receives a "highly legible" 
subjective rating,

1 if the system z receives a "decipherable"
subjective rating, and

0 if the system z receives a "non-intelligible"
subjective rating.

4.7 Let time be defined as follows:

time = (pppsn, paedme, ptrm, pars, pmdet, pgvphc, 
plrmi, pdcrnnts) 

where ppvsn, paedme, ptrm, pers, pmdet, pgrphe, ptrmi, and 

pdermts are the average times (in minutes) required to place 
inputted personal data, academic data, term data, course 

data, medical data, graphic data, alumni data, and documents, 

respectively, in a retrievable condition or place.
4.8 Let effets be defined as follows:

effets = {hi/o, h.tee') 
where Li jo is a seven-tuple where each component is equal to 

the estimated percent change in each of the components, 

respectively, of the seven-tuple that infiox assigned to the 

system z due to a change in data storage requirements set 

down by the client. Ltee As a seven-tuple where each compo
nent is equal to the estimated percent change in those

*It was negotiated with the client that a system with a "non-intelligible" 
rating should have a much lower numerical rating than any system with a 
"decipherable" or "highly intelligible" rating. Hence, 1.2 was chosen 
rather than 2.
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variables defined above in 4.1, 4.2, 4.7, respectively,
due to the same change in data storage requirements as were 
set down by the client.

Technology Figure of Merit

1. Let inftfm be the name of this figure of merit.

2. Let -Cnftfm be defined over the technology cotyledon determined by 
INFTEC.

3. Let inftfm assign to any system z imp1ementab1e in INFTEC and 
which accepts the input INPUTS(INFSPC') the symbols (ecosts,
efatty, eavtblty, evlbtty, escurty, evdbtty, epxmpt, effats') 

where eaosts, efatty, eavtbtty, evlbtty, esourty, evdbtty, 
epvmpts and effots are the same form as costs, fatty, avlblty, 

vtbtty, sauvty, rdbtty, pvmpt, and effots, respectively, in 
■inft ex.

4. Let inftfm assign to the system z the expected value of the per

formance index inftex with respect to the finite probability dis

tribution infopdf, where the expected value is the value of 

inftex for the ith experiment (f^,x^,t^) times the probability of 

that ith experiment given by infopdf, and summed over all 

experiments included in infopdf.

Technology Merit Ordering

1. Let inftmo be the name of this merit ordering.

2. Let inftmo be defined over the technology cotyledon defined by 
INFTEC.



Let and be two systems which satisfy INFTEC, and let zg be 

the system that exists in the department at present; then ■Lnftmo 

assigns the symbols yes or no to the pair (z1,z7) according to 
the following:
3.1 Let teesaove be a mapping defined over the set of systems

which satisfy INFTEC, with values in the set of real numbers. 
Let inftfm assign the symbols ( b ^ b ^ b ^ b ^ b ^ b ^ b ^ b g )  to 
the system Zq where Zq satisfies INFTEC, and let inftfm 
assign the symbols (s^,S2 ,Sg,s^,Sg,s^,Sy,Sg) to the system 

ze where zg is the same as in 3 above (the resulting values, 
s^, i = 1, 2, 8, being held as constants). Define
teesoore(_ZQ) as follows:

7 y. a.
tecsoove (z-) = E —-------+ 6 a0

0 i=i ^  + ci 8

where

y. a.
 — —  = 0  if y. = c. = 0
7i Ci 1 1

and where the ct’s (above and below) are weighting factors, 
and 6, y., and c., for i = 1, 2, ..., 8, are defined as 

follows:

3.1.1 Let s. and b. be denoted as (sf, s?, .... sf) andi i i i i
1 2  4 1 2(b^» b^, ..., bu), respectively, for i = 1; (s^, s^,

..., sj^) and (bu, b?, ..., b ^ ) , respectively, for
1 2  1 2  i = 2; (s^, s^) and (b^, b^), respectively, for
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i = 3, 4, 5, 8; (s?, s?, — , s?) and (b?, b?,
o

bu), respectively, for i = 6, 7.
3.1.2 Define the following: 

i°
c. = E s. ot: for i = 2;
1 j=i 1 1

8 . .
= E s'? a. for i = 6;

j = l 1 1

4 a?
= E -h- for i = 1;

j=l sj

2 a?
= E -4- for i = 3, 4;

j = l sj

8 a?
= E -4- for i = 7;
j=l sj

s11
2s.i

LJ .3
i=l

4

for i = 5.

10 j jy. = E b. a. for i = 2;
1 j=l 1 1

8
= E b . a. for i = 6;i i

= E —4 for i = 1;
i= 1 b^
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for i = 3, 4;

for i = 7;

for i = 5.
i
1 if bg Sg and bg Sg ;
0 otherwise.

3.2 Determine tecs cove and tecs cove [ẑ ) where and z_ are
the same as in 3 above.

3.3 Assign the symbol yes to the pair (z^,z^) if and only if 
tecscove{z^) _> tecs cove {z^). Assign the symbol no to the 
pair (z1,z2) otherwise.

4. The merit ordering is reflexive. To any pair (z^,z2) where ẑ

satisfies INFTEC, inftmo assigns yes since tecs cove(ẑ ) =
tecs cove (z^).

5. The merit ordering is transitive. If inftmo assigns yes to the
pairs (z1,z2) and (z2> ẑ ) , then tecscove^z^) >_ tecs cove {ẑ ) and

following definition is necessary. If X is an n-tuple denoted (x^, x2,
..., xn) and Y is an n-tuple denoted (y^, y2> ___  y^) where n is some
positive integer, then X > Y if and only if x^ > y^, x2 > y2, ...,

1 1 2  2*The symbols bg, Sg, bg, and sg each represent a seven-tuple. Hence, the
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■becscore (z^) tecs cove . Hence, tecs cove (z^) >_ tecs cove {z^) 
and inftmo assigns yes to the pair (z^z^).

Feasibility Performance Index
1. Let the name of this index be inftdx.
2. Let inftdx be defined on any system experiment of the system z 

where z is any system which satisfies INFSPC and is implementable 
in INFTEC.

3. Let inftdx assign symbols of the form (capcost, timcost, facap,

. facspeed, veadcost, facost, costac, costavt, secpvg) where

timcost is an eleven-tuple of real numbers not negative; 

facspeed, facost, and veadcost are ten-tuples of real numbers not 

negative; costac and secpvg are real numbers not negative; 
costavt is a pair of real numbers not negative; capcost is an 
eleven-tuple of n-tuples where its components are, from first to 

last, respectively, 18-tuple, 9-tuple, 7-tuple, 5-tuple, 3-tuple, 
1-tuple, 9-tuple, 1-tuple, 7-tuple, 13-tuple, and 1-tuple of real 

numbers not negative; and facap is a ten-tuple of n-tuples where 

its components are the same form as the first ten components in 
capcost.

4. Let (f,x,t) be a system experiment of the system z where f is an 

input function to z, x is a state of z, and t is a time value for 

the system z. Then inftdx assigns the symbols of the form 

(capcost; timcost, facap, facspeed, veadcost, facost, costac, 

costavt, secpvg) and each of these components are defined below 

in 4.1, 4.2, ..., 4.9, respectively.



4.1 Let oapoost be defined as follows:
_  „ , ,prsn aodmo trm cvs mcbl qrpho Imni 

ecqpcost = ^  ^  S T "  S T '

demnts ststos 1st fig-, * 
cst ’ est > est’ ost

where ost is defined as follows:
ost = cmo + vun + wages + salaries

where amo is the annual expense of amortization of the total
initial costs, over a period of 15 years; and run, wages,
and salaries are computed the same way as they were computed
for costs in the performance index inftex; ststos, 1st, and
fig are computed the same way as they were computed for srv

in the performance index infiow, and the remaining values
are computed in the same way as they were computed for data
in infiox.

4.2 Let timoost be defined as follows:
timoost = (tprsn x ost, taodmo x ost, ttrm x ost, 

tors x ost, tmdol x ost, tgrpho x ost, 

tlmni x ost, tststos x est, tlst x est, 
tflg x est)

where est is defined the same as in 4.1 above; tststos, 
tlst, and tflg are computed the same way as for timsrv xn

*Since prsn, aodmo, etc., are all n-tuples, it is necessary to define the 
following. If A is an n-tuple denoted (a^, a^, ..., a^), and if k is a
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the performance index infiox\ and the remaining values are 
computed in the same way.as they were computed for data in 
the performance index -Inf-vox.

4.3 Let faoap be defined as follows:
faoap = (prsn x fprsn, aodmo x faodmo, trni x firm, 

crs x fors, mdol x fmdcls grph x fgrph3 
trm-t x.ftrm-i, dormts x fdomnts, 
ststes x fststos, 1st x ftst) 

where prsn, aodmo, trm, crs, mdol, Imni, dormts, ststos, and 

1st are the same as those values computed in 4.1 above, and 

the remaining values are computed the same.way as they were 

computed for fotty in the performance index in inftex.

4.4 Let faospeed be defined as follows:

faetpeed = ( ' .. ,
tprsn + pprsn taodmo + paodmo

ftrm. fors fmdol
ttrm + ptrm’ tors + pors ’ tmdol + pmdcZ*

fgrpho  ftrm-v
tgrpho + pgrpho> tlrmi + plrmi>

 fdomnts  fststos flst^
tdormts + pdormts ’ tststos’ tlst

where pprsn, paodmo, ptrm, pors, pmdol, pgrpho, ptrm-i, and
pdormts are computed the same way as they were computed for

time in inftex; trpsn, taodmo, ttrm, tors, tmdol, tgrpho,

tlmhi, tdormts, tststos, and tlst are the same values as in

4.2 above, and the remaining values are the same as those
computed in 4.3 above.
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4.5 Let readcost be defined as follows:

3 , .rpvsn vaedmevtvm vers vmdot vqmho
readaost - ^ r , -5 s r .

vtmni- vdormts^ 
ast ’ ost

where ost is the same value as was computed in 4.1 above, 
and the remaining terms are computed the same way as they 
were computed for vdbtty in the performance index inftex.

4.6 Let faoost be defined as follows:

CJtD Is U t D  (s Is Uid Is

where ost is the same as in 4.1 above, and the remaining
terms are as in 4.3 above.

4.7 Let eostae be defined as follows:
oostae = (oprsn + oaodma + otrm + ocvs + cmcht

+ ogvphe + etrmvL + cdamnts)

where ost is the same as above; flgao is computed as in 

infiox; ntmswg, ntmlst and nutsnptd are computed as they 

were computed for vtbtty in inftex; and the remaining terms

are computed as they were computed for eurmt in the perfor
mance index ■infiox.

4.8 Let costavZ be defined as follows:

oostavZ = (avZmain x ost} avZoff x ost)

faoost = Qfpvsn facdmo ftnm fors fmdoZ fgrphc, 
■ ost 1 ost 1 ost ’ ost ’ ost ’ ost

fZrmi fdormts fststos fist.

^  ,__________ rtu iiso ftif  isis,__________•

ntmswg + ntmsZst
nutsnptd :)./ {flgao x ost)
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where est is the same as above; avZmain and avtoff are the 
same as for avZbZty in the performance index inftecc.

4.9 Let secprg be defined as follows:
nZeveZ x nhrd x vrq 

seoprg - nunthi3

where nZeveZ, nhrd, and nunthr are computed as they were 
computed for seurty in the performance index inftex; and 
is computed as in ZnfZox.

Feasibility Figure of Merit
1. Let 'Znfm be a figure of merit.
2. Let infm be defined over the feasibility cotyledon determined by

INFSPC and INFTEC.

3. Let infm assign to any system z which satisfies INFSPC and is 
implementab1e in INFTEC the symbols (ecapoost, etvnoost, efacap, 

efaaspeed, eveadeost, efaoost, ecostac, ecostavZ, eseepvg') where 
eoapaost, etimoost} efacap, efacspeed, eveadeost, efaoost, 

ecostac, ecostavZ, and esecpvg are the same form as capcost,

timcost, facap, facspeed, veadcost, facost, costac, costavZ, and
secprg given in the performance index inftdx.

4. Let infm assign to the system z the expected value of the perfor
mance index inftdx with respect to the finite probability distri
bution infopdf, where the expected value is the value of inftdx 
for the ith experiment (f\,x^,t^) times the probability of that 
ith experiment given by infopdf and summed over all experiments 
included in infopdf.



1.
2.

3.

Lity Merit Ordering 
Let inftdmo be a merit ordering.

Let inftdxno be defined over the feasibility cotyledon defined by
INFSPC and INFTEC.
Let and z^ be two systems which satisfy INFSPC and are 
imp1ementab1e in INFTEC, and let z@ be the system that exists in
the department at present. Then, inftdmo assigns the symbols yes
or no to the pair (z^jZ^) according to the following:
3.1 Let tvaclescore be a mapping defined over the set of systems 

which satisfy INFSPC and are implementable in INFTEC, with 
values in the set of real numbers. Let -inftdmo assign the 
symbols (d^,d2,d^,d^9 dg,d^,d^,dg,dg) to the system zQ where 

Zq satisfies INFSPC and is implementable in INFTEC, and let 
inftdmo assign the symbols (v1,v2,v3,v^,v5,v6,v7,vg,vg) to 
the system zg where zg is the same as in 3 above (the 
resulting values, v/, i = 1, 2, ..., 6, being held as 

constants). Define tvadescore(zq) as follows:

and where the tu’s (above and below) are weighting factors 

and and u^, for i = 1, 2, ..., 9, are defined as follows:

9 u. a).

where

if u. - q. = 0
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1 2  113.1.1 Let vi and be denoted as: (v^, v^, ..., ) and

1 2  11(d^, d^, — , d^ ), respectively, for i = 1, 2;

(v\, v?, ..., v?°) and (d?, d?, ..., d?°), respec-
1 2  8 tively, for i = 3, 4, 6; (v̂ , v^, ..., v^) and

1 2  8 1 2(d^, d^, ..., d_), respectively, for i = 5; (v^, v^)
1 2  iand (d^, d^), respectively, for i = 8. Let vj and

dj be denoted: (^vj, 2vj, ..., ^vj) and (^dj, 2dj,

..., 1d|), respectively, where

i = 18 for j = 1;
= 9 for j = 2, 7;

= 7 for j = 3, 9;
= 5 for j = 4;

= 3 for j = 5;
= 13 for j = 10;

and vj and dj, respectively, for j = 6, 8, 11. Let

v^ and d^ be denoted: (^v^, 2v^, ..., ^v^) and

(^d^, 2d^, ..., nd^), respectively, where

i = 18 for j = 1;
= 9 for j = 2, 7;

= 7 for j = 3, 9;

= 5 for j = 4;

= 3 for j = 5;
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= 13 for j = 10;

and and d^, respectively, for j = 6, 8.
3.1.2 Define the following:

11 , ,
Ri = z vi

j = l
where

18 .
vij = Z 1v 

i=l

9 i = Z v
i=l
7 .

= Z 1v 
i=l
5 .

= Z 1v 
i=l
3 .

= Z 1v
i=l
13 .

= Z 1v 
i=l

w

w

0)

(1)

Cl)

for j = 1;

for j = 2, 7;

for j = 3, 9;

for j = 4;

for j = 5;

for j = 10;

for j = 6, 8, 11

93

where

JVL, =

10 . .

j=l 5 3

E18
i=l 5

for j = 1;
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■ M  M  1=1

for j = 2, 7;

for j = 3, 9;

■ - M  ‘“J 1=1
for j = 4;

i=l 3 3

■ ‘•j x  1=1

= V3

11

10 i
i i= Z v? J

j = l

8 j Ji ij = l

2 j
i i= Z a)"1

j=l

= Vi

ui = .z. di “i;

for j = 5;

for j = 10; 

for j = 6, 8.

for i = 2;

for i = 4, 6; 

for i = 5;

for i 

for i

8;

7, 9.

where



where
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3
E for j = 5;
i=l 5 ^

1 3 ' 1 ‘4E 1dj for j = 10;
i=l

d^ for j = 6, 8,

11 uJ.
E -4 

1 j=l d̂
u. = E -4 for i = 2;

10 . .
= E d-? o)̂ for i = 4, 6;

3 = 1

8 . .
= E d. a). for i = 5;

3 = 1 1 1

2 . .
= E d̂  g o. for i = 8;

3 = 1 1 1

= d^ for i = 7, 9.

3.2 Determine tradescore(z^) and tradesoore^z^) where and z^ 
are the same as in 3 above.

3.3 Assign the symbol yes to the pair (z^,z2) if and only if 
tradesoore(z^) _> tradesoore[z^). Assign the symbol no to 

the pair (z^,z2) otherwise.

4. The merit ordering is reflexive. To any pair (z^,z^), where z^

satisfies INFSPC and is implementable in INFTEC, znftdmo assigns
yes since trades core (zp = trades core {z^).

5. The merit ordering is transitive. If inftdmo assigns yes to the

pairs (z^, z2) and (z2, z^), then tradescore(z^) >_ trade score (ẑ )
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and trades cove {ẑ ) j> tradeseore(z^) . Hence, trades core (z ̂) >_ 
tradeseore(_z^) and inftdmo assigns yes to the pair (ẑ , z^).

System Test Plan 

The system test plan has three functions: to define a procedure
for testing any system; to define a procedure for deciding if z* is an

l?6cLladequate model for z , where z’ is a theoretic system model and z 
is a physical system; and to define a procedure for deciding if zrea  ̂ is 

acceptable. An important factor here is that all procedures, definitions, 
etc., be acceptable to the client. There are six steps involved in a 

system test plan. They are: give the plan a name; define the feasibility

cotyledon and feasibility merit ordering; define a finite partition of 

the feasibility cotyledon and support the assertion that the finite par

tition is a decision partition (essentially, a decision partition is one 
in which, if two systems are equivalent, with respect to the trade-off 

merit ordering inftdmo, they belong to the same subset of the finite 
partition); define a procedure for deciding to which subset of the finite 

partition z belongs, where z is any system in the feasibility cotyledon 
or any real system; define a procedure for deciding whether or not z' is 

an adequate model of zrea^, where z’ is the resultant system simulating 

artifact accompanying a system in the feasibility cotyledon and zrea* is 
a real system; and define a procedure for deciding whether zrea* is 
acceptable.

1. Let INFTEST be the name of the system test plan.

2. Let the feasibility cotyledon for which the system test plan 

INFTEST is defined be determined by INFSPC and INFTEC. And let



the system test plan INFTEST be defined with respect to the
feasibility merit ordering -inftdmo.
Let the finite partition be defined as follows:

3.1 Let INFPRT be the name of this partition.

3.2 Let INFPRT partition the feasibility cotyledon determined by 
INFSPC and INFTEC.

3.3 The finite partition consists of two subsets, denoted ACCEPT 
and REJECT, of the feasibility cotyledon. These two subsets 
are defined as follows: The system z belongs to the subset 
ACCEPT if and only if tradescore (_z) >  tradescore^z^) = 1/2, 

where z is in the INFSPC/'INFTEC cotyledon, zg is the 
existing system and tradeseore is as defined in ■Inftdmo. If 

the system is in the INFSPC/INFTEC feasibility cotyledon and 

does not belong to the subset ACCEPT, then it belongs to the 
subset REJECT.

3.4 The subsets ACCEPT and REJECT have no systems in common 
since tradeseore(z) is a unique number dependent only on the 

values from one system and hence is either greater than or 

equal to 1/2 or is less than 1/2.
3.5 All systems in the INFSPC/INFTEC feasibility cotyledon 

belong to INFPRT since tradeseore is defined for every sys

tem in the feasibility cotyledon by inftdmo.
3.6 The finite partition INFPRT is a decision partition of the 

INFSPC/INFTEC feasibility cotyledon with respect to the 

feasibility merit ordering inftdmo because if inftdmo assigns



yes to the pair (z^,z2) and yes to the pair (z2,z1), where 
Zj and z2 are systems in the INFSPC/INFTEC feasibility 
cotyledon, then trades core(z >_ tradeseore(z^) and 

trades c o r e 2) 2. trades core(z^). Hence, trades core(z^) = 

trades core^ 2) = R, where R is some real number. The number 
R is either greater than or equal to 1/2 or it is less than 
1/2; consequently, z^ and z2 either both belong to ACCEPT or 
they both belong to REJECT, respectively.

Let z* be the resultant system simulation model accompanying the 
system in the INFSPC/INFTEC feasibility cotyledon. Let zrea"*' be 

any real system described in terms of z’. Then determine to 

which subset of INFPRT (that is, ACCEPT or REJECT) the system z 
belongs in the following manner:

4.1 Record, for one year after zrea* has been implemented, the 

inputs and outputs of the system zrea*. On the basis of 
this input record, generate nine system experiments

. (fgjXjjtp on the system z and z*, where f^, f2, and

fg are based on the upper, lower and middle estimates of the

mean arrival rate, which is based on-the input history for 
zrea*; x^, x2, and are initial states; and t^, t2, and
tg are 260, 520, and 780, respectively.

4.2 Compute the following nine-tuple for each system and for 

each system experiment: Xcapcost, timcost, facap, facspeed.



Teadeost, faoost, eostac, aostavt, secpvg), where each value 
is computed the same way as in inftdx.

4.3 Given the above nine-tuple for each experiment, compute the 

following nine-tuple: {ecapoost, etimoost, efacap, 

efaospeed, eveadeost, efaoost, eoostao, eoostavt, eseopvg), 

where each value is computed the same way as in i-nfm.

4.4 Compute tradeseore(z). If the value of tradesoore is 
greater than or equal to 1/2, that is, if the system is at 
least as good as the existing system zg, then the system 
belongs in'the subset ACCEPT of the decision partition 
INFPRT; otherwise, the system belongs in the subset REJECT.

Let z* and zrea* denote the same systems as in step 4. Compare 
each component of the components of the nine-tuple (listed in 

4.3) computed for z* with the corresponding component of the
components of the nine-tuple computed for zrea-*-i The system z!

is an adequate model of zrea"*" only if each comparison produces no 
more than a 7% difference.

2T03.1 2*63-1Let z, z* and z be systems as defined above in 4. Then z

is acceptable only if:

6.1 The system z is in the subset ACCEPT of the decision parti
tion INFPRT.

6.2 The system z' is an adequate model of the system zrea .̂



CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

Now that a basis has been established, the overall student infor

mation storage and retrieval system analysis and design can be conducted 
for the first time with more explicit direction in mind. It can be seen 
that the existence of this precise problem definition basically does two 
things for the team of system designers and the client. First, it 
provides a guideline which the team can use as an indicator of the 

client's informal and formal specifications. Second, it assures the 

client that the team will not design something remote to what he needs 
(or even go so far as to design a system and then justify it with a report 
giving the problem definition after the fact). Essentially, a precise 

common ground has been created.
The previous chapters not only define the problem in the sense of 

defining what a student record system is, what is demanded of the system, 

and what to look for (and how to find it) in the system performance and 

testing, but also, after each system is looked at, it provides a way to 

decide which system or systems best suit the client's needs. It gives 
the client a "mirror" to reflect his ideas in that he can look at the 

results and say "Is this really my idea of what the system identification 

and system decision framework should be?" Of course, there are some 

problems for this specific case in that the portion of the "client" most 
often consulted was limited to one person. Dr. A. Wayne Wymore, Head of
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Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering (at the time this thesis 

was begun). Limited negotiations, including a questionnaire, were con

ducted with the rest of the faculty; however, time constraints and the 

absence of professors from the Department during the summer prohibited 

interaction with the rest of the faculty any more than this.
The use of n-tuples within n-tuples within n-tuples in the per

formance indices and figures of merit might seem a bit tedious or even 
unwieldy. However, in order to delve into the detail required in a 
student records system, where specific information on each student is 
necessary, and at the same time to span all areas of a large-scale sys
tem, one must use a form which possesses mathematically rigorous detail, 

while at the same time ties all that detail into an all-encompassing 
point of view. It is the author's opinion that the use of n-tuples best 

handles this task. Given the above n-tuples, it will be easy to look at 

any level of detail desired.

The steps taken in Chapters 2 and 3 reflect fairly well the 

methodology as given by Wymore (1973b). The only major omission was the 
three orderings of merit over the three cotyledons, which, in the 

methodology, defines an ordering over the symbols from each figure of 

merit, and then this is used in the merit orderings. In this case, the 
orderings were incorporated as part of the merit orderings where the 

merit orderings depended directly on the figures of merit. This was done 

because the figures of merit were numerical and, hence, had a natural 

ordering to them. It is interesting to note that even though the perfor
mance indices and figures of merit started out having non-numerical
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symbols, each time the variables were redefined (in light of new evidence 
found in later steps), it seemed more advantageous to convert some of 

those non-numerical symbols to numerical symbols because of reasons such 
as getting rid of redundancy, creating greater clarity or greater detail, 
or correcting mistakes or misunderstandings. The steps were repeated and 
variables revamped often enough to change all performance indices of a 
non-numerical nature to that of a numerical nature. It would be 
interesting to continue this "feedback" process to see if the indices 
would again change back to a non-numeri cal nature.

The "feedback" process of repeating steps in the methodology is 

obviously necessary since not everything can be noted and understood at 

once. It should be pointed out, however, that all steps, while reviewed 
many times, are still independent of each other from the standpoint of 

using the final definitions and following the final procedures.

One thing must be noted about the way trade-off criteria are 

structured. Theoretically, one or more need satisfaction criteria which 

act opposite to one or more resource utilization criteria make up a 

trade-off criterion. However, in practice, as in the case with student 
record systems, the decision in which cotyledon to place certain criteria, 

is not clearcut. As a result, a trade-off criterion might consist of two 
or more criteria from one cotyledon that produces a trade-off. This will 

not effect the results other than to produce a result that is closer 
(hopefully) to the client's specification.
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The Questionnaire 

The questionnaire generates a list of weightings so that the 
client can give greater emphasis to certain parts of the system perfor
mance at any desired level of detail. The performance indices and figures 

of merit do not depend on these weightings and, hence, are absolute in 
the sense that they will show the performance of the system regardless of 
what the client wants to emphasize. The emphasis must be included some
where, however, in order to make meaningful decisions as to which system 

is best. So, logically then, they should be included in the decision 
making portion, namely, the merit orderings. One glance at the merit 
orderings shows that the weightings play a considerable part in the out

come of iosooTe, tecscove and tradesoove, which in turn decides the final 
ordering of systems. It is, therefore, of paramount importance that the 

questionnaire, which generates these weightings, be as close to the 

client’s ideas as possible. It is for this reason, together with the 

conclusion that the existing questionnaire and its results as given in 
Appendix A and Appendix B, are not close enough to the client's ideas, 
that a whole section of this chapter is devoted to the questionnaire.

The criticisms received about the questionnaire are worthy of 

note. Some felt the questionnaire was too unwieldy in some sections and 

not explicit enough in others. Of course, just the nature and size of 

the system will necessitate some amount of ackwardness; however, it is 

the author's opinion that an answer to both of the above criticisms can 

be found in considering a third, more explicit criticism: the question

naire does not give absolute Values that the client can use to
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understand what ball park each question is in. The client needs to know 
what relative values he is weighting. For example, it was pointed out 
that the criterion "readability" could have been given a high weighting 
if two systems were being compared where one system outputted readable 
documents and the other system outputted totally undiscemible documents. 

On the other hand, that same person might give the same criterion a low 
weighting if two systems were being compared where one system outputted a 
high degree of legibility and the other had a low degree of legibility 

but was still legible. So there is a need to have "threshold" values in 

the questionnaire. This not only would give the client a basis for 

weightings, but would also make the questionnaire more explicit and 

easier to answer (which might make it seem less unwieldy). Another prob
lem that would be solved partially by this is the problem of the client 

consisting of not one individual, but a group of people. This is a prob
lem in that a questionnaire should assure that the group members of the 
group are all directed toward the same thing. It is possible for members 
of the group to think of totally different things when reading the 

questionnaire. Some other ways to get around this will be brought up 

later; however, it can be seen that the presence of absolute values would 
direct their thinking at least partially. There are, of course> many 

ways one could generate these threshold values. In the merit orderings, 
the functions ■iosoove, tees core and trades core are defined on the values 

from the figure of merit for some system and use constants generated 

by the values from the figure of merit for the system in existence, z^.
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Hence, if these values generated for the existing system were used in the 
questionnaire, the results would be more meaningful to the merit ordering.

The fact that the client is a group brings up many problems of 

group effectiveness and this demands the employment of many techniques 
designed to make the group more effective. There are many techniques 

available. The one most commonly used is the Delphi technique. Other 
techniques, such as computer assisted group interaction or SPAN voting 
(which has been developed at The University of Arizona), could also be 

used. Of course, all of this requires more faculty evaluation and 
participation, which is necessary in any respect. Assuming this coopera

tion of the faculty, the feedback type of technique would be very useful 
in getting rid of ambiguities, where the members have a definite under

standing of the literary and system theoretic formulation.
One other shortcoming of the questionnaire should be stated. The 

questionnaire does not generate independent weightings for the trade-off 
criteria. Too many demands on time forbade the writing of another ques
tionnaire after the trade-off criteria were known. As it turned out, 

another questionnaire would have been of little value since the trade-off 
criteria underwent continuous change. It is necessary, though, to 

include these criteria in future questionnaires. Each to in the 

feasibility merit ordering was computed by taking the product of the 
weightings given for each specific need satisfaction and resource 
utilization criteria used to make up that particular trade-off criteria.



Future Considerations 
Some considerations for future development have already been 

given in the first part of this chapter, especially regarding the ques
tionnaire and further client interactions. In future developments of a 

student records system, the following should be considered, in addition 
to those given above:

1. Formulation is still not sufficient to start system design, 

except for superficial studies. More effort and attention to 
detail in the formulation and more client participation should be 
included before any serious system design begins. When going 
over the formulation, the following areas should be looked at:
1.1 Chapter 2 should not be overlooked. Many of the discrep

ancies can be worked out in this stage much more easily than 

in later stages, even though the faculty of the Department 
of Systems and Industrial Engineering have more than enough 
mathematical background to go right into Chapter 3.

1.2 Many numbers were "pulled out of the air" and do not have 

any relation to reality. These numbers can be easily 
changed, but the decision of which numbers to choose should 

be given much consideration. The areas where these numbers 
were used were in the probability distribution function 
(most of which were negotiated, but only with Dr. Wymore), 

the test plan, and the subjectively assessed performance 
index components. Of course, other numbers used, like the
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numbers generated by the questionnaire, should also be 
reconsidered.

1.3 Investigation of other parts of the technology overlooked is 
an ongoing process since the state of the art of record
keeping technology is advancing very rapidly. This, of 
course, will extend over into the system design very heavily.

2. The next time through, this formulation should be conducted by a 
team of interdisciplinary professionals instead of one person.
It becomes very evident right at the beginning that greater 
detail in any one of the fields or parts of the formulation must 
be developed by a person or persons with a deeper knowledge of 
that one field. Due to the size of the system, a refinement of 

the system test plan and the probability distribution and a 
deeper explanation of how the team will go about defining the 

variables in the performance indices can only be completed with 
a team.

Ultimately, if some of the limitations as described above can be 

overcome by future study in the areas given above, it is felt that this 

formulation will give explicit engineering direction and specification to 

the design and implementation of student information storage and 
retrieval systems.



APPENDIX A 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  OF A R I Z O N A
T U C S O N ,  A R I Z O N A  85721

SYSTEMS AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

August 1, 1974

MEMORANDUM TO: Faculty and Staff of Systems & Industrial EngineeringDepartment
FROM : Randy Becker

Based on discussions with you about a student information storage and retrieval system, I have tried to include in the following pages every criterion that seemed the least bit important. If there are any which I have missed, please add them. Then, after generating a full list, I would like for you to play a series of games. In each game, look at the given criteria assuming that they are in a merit race. Give a score to each criterion, awarding the most points to the criteria which you feel are most important. Assign zero to the criteria which should be omitted. If you feel one criterion should be considered twice as much as another, make sure it is weighted twice as heavily, etc. If two criteria are equally important, give them the same score. Your numbers need not add up to 100.
Feel free to include any remarks you think important. If you have questions, I will be at my desk in Room. 220.
This questionnaire APPEARS lengthy as a result of my attempt to include everything. However, there will be many games which you can skip. You need only to play games numbered one and two. (These are the two basic games.) Then, if the spirit so moves, play those games which add the desired details. Thank you for your consideration.

Randy Becker
Us .

a m
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NEED SATISFACTION CRITERIA

Game Number 1

The following is a list of need satisfaction criteria. Please
weight only these criteria in relation to each other. For a detailed
listing of what comprises "data" and "services," see later pages.

 1. Ability to accept student data. This criterion pertains to the
number and types of storable data. The preferred, system will
store all categories of needed data (for greater detail, see 
Game Number 3).

 2. Ability to provide services. -- This criterion pertains to all
reports or analyses of data that the department must generate. .
The preferred system will produce all needed reports (for greater 
detail, see Game Number 4).

 3. Ability to maintain current data. —  This criterion pertains to
the amount of monitoring the system does on changes in data. The 
preferred system will have the smallest expected amount of obso
lete data (for greater detail, see Game Number 5).

 4. Purgeability. -- This criterion is basically similar to censor-
ability and pertains to the ability of the system to be checked 
periodically with the intention of purging information.

 5. Speed of data acquisition. —  This criterion pertains to the time
required to input and/or output data. The preferred system has a 
lower expected time (for further detail, see Game Number 6).

 6. Response time of services. —  This criterion pertains to the time
required for a system to create a report. The preferred system 
has a lower expected time (for further detail, see Game Number 7).

 7. Accuracy of flags. —  This criterion pertains to the ability of
the system to send the correct reminder to the correct recipient 
(for an explanation of flags, see Game Number 22).
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RESOURCE UTILIZATION CRITERIA

Game Number 2

Weight these criteria as a group in the same manner as you did 
the above.
 1. Costs. -- Costs will be broken into categories later. Please

consider this criterion as total costs for a given number of 
years. The preferred system will cost less (for greater detail, 
see Game Number 8).

 2. Ease of query geneation. —  This criterion is a subjective assess
ment as to the facility of storing data, retrieving.data and 
creating a request for a certain type of report (for greater 
detail, see Game Number 9).

3. Availability. ■—  This criterion pertains to the expected down 
time of the system. The preferred system has the smallest 
expected down time (for greater detail, see Game Number 10).

4. Reliability. -- This criterion pertains to the ability of the 
system to avoid losing or confusing information, that is, its 
ability to be consistent within itself. The preferred system has 
the lowest probability of losing or confusing information (for 
greater detail, see Game Number 11).

5. Security. — This criterion pertains to the system's ability to 
allow access only to authorized personnel and to be able to 
distinguish levels of authorization.

 6. Readability. —  This criterion pertains to the quality of infor
mation media (for greater detail, see Game Number 12).

 7. Promptness of data storage. -- This criterion pertains to the
time required for data which has been inputted to be placed in a 
retrievable condition (for greater detail, see Game Number 13).

 8. Effects of growth in size. -- This criterion pertains to the
ability of the system to handle increases in data storage 
requirements.

The following is only the above in greater detail. If you feel 
the above weighting should be qualified or that certain aspects should be 
weighted more, weight each level of detail within itself. If all the 
parts of any single grouping has equal importance, skip that section.



Game Number 3

Ability to accept student data. —  Please weight these according to 
the types of data you would use most (least), etc.
1.1 Ability to store and retrieve personal data (for greater detail,

see Game Number 14).
1.2 Ability to store and retrieve academic background data (for 

greater detail, see Game Number 15).

1.3 Ability to store and retrieve term data (for greater detail, see 
Game Number 16).

1.4 Ability to store and retrieve course data (for greater detail, 
see Game Number 17).

1.5 Ability to store and retrieve medical data (for greater detail, 
see Game Number 18).

1.6 Ability to store and retrieve graphic data (graphic data is
information which cannot be put into symbolic form, such as
pictures).

1.7 Ability to store and retrieve alumni data (for greater detail, 
see Game Number 19).

1.8 Ability to store and retrieve documents (documents are written 
materials about a student, such as letters of recommendation to 
or from the department or newspaper clippings).

Game Number 4

Ability to provide services. —  Please weight these criteria according 
to the types of services you would use most (least), etc.

2.1 Ability to provide student statistics (for greater detail, see 
Game Number 20).

2.2 Ability to provide lists (for greater detail, see Game Number 21)
2.3 Ability to provide flags (for greater detail, see Game Number 22)
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Game Number 5

3. Ability to maintain current data. —  Please weight these as to which 
data you feel is more crucial to keep up-to-date (for more detail, 
see Game Numbers 3, 14-19).
3.1 Personal data.

 __ 3.2 Academic data.
 3.3 Term data.
 3.4 Course data.
 3.5 Medical data.
 3.6 Graphic data.

 3.7 Alumni data.

3.8 Documents.

Game Number 6

5. Speed of data acquisition. .—  Weight these according to the types of 
data you would need with the least delay.

 5.1 Personal data.

5.2 Academic data.
5.3 Term data.

5.4 Course data.
 ___5.5 Medical data.

5.6 Graphic data.
 __ 5.7 Alumni data.

5.8 Documents.



Game Number 7

Response time of services. -- Weight these according to the types of 
services you would need with the least delay (for more detail, see 
Game Numbers 20-22).
6.1 Statistics.

6.2 Lists.
6.3 Flags.

Game Number 8

Costs. —  Weight these on the basis of importance to you.
1.1 Capital or setup costs.
1.2 Operational and rental costs.
1.3 Wages.
1.4 Salaries.

Game Number 9

Ease of query generation. —  Weight these on the basis of importance 
to you.
2.1 Ease of personal data generation.

2.2 Ease of academic background data generation.

2.3 Ease of term data generation.

2.4 Ease of course data generation.

2.5 Ease of medical data generation.

2.6 Ease of graphic data generation.

2.7 Ease of alumni data generation.
2.8 Ease of document data generation.
2.9 Ease of statistics generation.
2.10 Ease of list generation.



Game Number 10  —  0

Availability (expected down time). -- Weight these criteria on the 
basis of importance to you.
3.1 Availability during working hours.

3.2 Availability on off hours.

Game Number 11

Reliability. —  Weight these criteria on the basis of importance to 
you.
4.1 Ability to prevent spurious information. -- This pertains to the 

probability of information being confused (e.g., data about a 
student being placed in another student’s file).

4.2 Ability to prevent lost information. —  This pertains to the
probability that a piece of inputted information will become
unretrievable.

Game Number 12
Readability (quality of information media). —  Weight these criteria 
on the basis of importance to you.
6.1 Readability of personal data.

6.2 Readability of academic background data.

6.3 Readability of term data.

6.4 Readability of course data.
6.5 Readability of medical data.
6.6 Readability of graphic data.

6.7 Readability of alumni data.

6.8 Readability of documents.
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Game Number 13

7. Promptness of data storage. —  Weight these criteria on the basis of 
importance to you.
7.1 Personal data.
7.2 Academic background data.
7.3 Term data.

7.4 Course data.
7.5 Medical data.

7.6 Graphic data.
7.7 Alumni data.

7.8 Documents.

The following is the above, only at the third level of detail. 
Again, you may skip this section if all entities within each section have 
the same importance.

1. Ability to accept student data. —  Weight these on the basis of most 
use.

Game Number 14
1.1 Personal data. -- Personal data are basic facts about the student 

and include:

1.1 Student name.

1.2 Sex.

1.3 Citizenship.

1.4 Housing status.
1.5 Veteran/G.I.

1.6 Graduation date.
1.7 Permanent address.
1.8 Parents' address.



 1.1.9 Parents' income.

 1.1.10 Social security number.

 __1.1.11 Birthdate.

 1.1.12 Marital status.

 1.1.13 Fee/residency status.

 1.1.14 Religion.

 __1.1.15 Local address.

 1.1.16 Billing address.

 1.1.17 Parents' occupation.

 1.1.18 Extracurricular a ctiv ities.

Game Number 15

2 Academic background data. —  Academic background data is as follows
1.2.1 Degree or diploma and date received.
1.2.2 Credits attempted.

1.2.3 Transcripts.

1.2.4 Accepted audits.

1.2.5 Graduating class size.

1.2.6 Major field.

1.2.7 Points earned.

1.2.8 Class standing.

1.2.9 Beginning/ending dates.



Game Number 16
Term data. —  Term data is concerned with the current semester and 
includes:

1.3.1 Current major field.
1^3.2 Student level (sophomore, junior, etc.)
1.3.3 Financial aid type and amount.

1.3.4 Honor student or on probation (historical account).

1.3.5 Advisor's name or social security number.

1.3.6 Student status (active or inactive).

1.3.7 Number of nonacademic work hours per week.

Game Number 17
Course data. — Course data is simply the University courses taken 
and includes the following for each course:
1.4.1 Teacher of the course.
1.4.2 Audit/credit.
1.4.3 Grade.
1.4.4 Course title and/or number.
1.4.5 Section.

Game Number 18
Medical data. -- Medical data consists of the following:

1.5.1 General health.

1.5.2 Current treatments.

1.5.3 Medical history.



Game Number 19
1.7 Alumni data. —  Alumni data pertains to the following information 

about departmental alumni:

 1.7.1 Name.
1.7.2 Address.

 1.7.3 Degree and major and year received.

 1.7.4 Employer (history).

 ___1.7.5 Position or title (history).

 1.7.6 Kind of work.
 1.7.7 Net earnings.
 1.7.8 Additional college work, including degrees and field of

endeavor.

2. Ability to provide services.
Game Number 20

2.1 Statistics
 2.1.1 Grade distribution of each professor.
 2.1.2 Departmental G.P.A.
 2.1.3 Number of students according to sex.

 2.1.4 Number of students according to nationality.

 2.1.5 Number of graduate students receiving support.

 2.1.6 Number of students in. each level (freshman, etc.).

 2.1.7 Number of alumni employed in the various fields (i.e.,
computer science, management, statistics, operations research, 
etc.)



Game Number 21

2.2 Lists. -- Lists of students according to:
 2.2.1 G.P.A.
 2.2.2 Extracurricular activities.
 2.2.3 Department enrollment and respective advisors.

2.2.4 Degree enrollment (Industrial or Systems Engineering). 
 2.2.5 Advisor.

 2.2.6 Counselled but not officially registered in Department.
 2.2.7 Class level and G.P.A.
 _2.2.8 Graduation date.

2.2.9 Sex.  /

 2.2.10 Probation/disqualification status or honors status.
 2.2.11 Current (last 30 semester hours) G.P.A.

 2.2.12 Employed/unemployed status.
Also, for each course offered by the department,
 2.2.13 Enrollment including majors, class level.

Game Number 22
2.3 Flags. — Flags are reminders and include the following:

 2.3.1 C.P.M., course flow analysis (or some similar method).

 2.3.2 Overloads in work.

 2.3.3 Degree requirements left unsatisfied.

 2.3.4 G.P.A. trend flag for students approaching trouble.
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The questionnaire (Appendix A) was handed out to the eight 
faculty members who were present at The University of Arizona in the 

Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering, during the summer of 
1974. There were three responses to the questionnaire. The weightings 
(w*s and a ’s) are computed by finding the sum of numbers from each game 
and from each response. Each number is the n divided by its respective 

sum. The result of this is then three numbers for each question (one 
absolute number for each response). Then, for each question (or 

criterion) an average of the three responses is taken. This average is 

the weighting. The following are the results and weightings in order as 
they appear in Appendix A.



Game 1

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1 100 20 15 w1 = .18160*

2 50 25 20 w2 = .170 9 3

3 75 20 10 = .14486
4 10 15 5 w4 = .06316
5 40 15 15 w5 = .12059

6 40 . 15 25 w6 = .15392
7 100 20 10 w7 = .16494

*Example computation: = (100/415 + 20/130 + 15/100)/3

Game 2

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1 100 15 20 = .18023
2 20 20 20 a2 = .12594

3 20 15 10 a3 = .08185

4 100 25 10 a4 = .16840

5 20 25 10 ctj. = . 10336

6 0 20 15 «6 = .09301

7 5 15 5 a? = .08959

8 100 20 10 otg = .15764



Game 3

Professor. 
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1.1 10 25 15 w* = .13590

1.2 100 25 20 W2 = .21139

1.3 100 20 15 wj = .17885

1.4 100 15 15 = .16298

1.5 0 5 5 4  = .03254

1.6 50 5 5 wj = .06522

1.7 100 5 10 wj = .11457

1.8 50 5 15 wj = .09855

Game 4

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

2.1 25 25 40 w* = .41905

2.2 50 5 30 = .24286

2.3 100 5 30 = .33810



Game 5

Professor Professor Professor
1 2 3 Weightings

3.1 0 25 15 w* = .21389

3.2 0 25 20 Wg = .23889

3.3 0 15 20 = .18333

3.4 0 5 15 = .10278

3.5 0 5 5 w| = .05278

3.6 0 5 5 w| = .05278

3.7 0 5 10 wj = .07778

3.8 0 5 10 w| = .07778



Game 6

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

5.1 0 25 10 W5 = .18889

5.2 0 25 15 w5 = .21389

5.3 0 15 25 4  = .20833

5.4 0 5 20 W5 = .12778

5.5 0 5 5 W5 = .05278

5.6 0 5 5 6
W5 = .05278

5.7 0 5 10 7
W5 = .07778

5.8 0 5 10 • r- .07778

Game 7

Professor Professor Professor
1 . 2 3 Weightings

6.1 0 25 25 wj = .48214

6.2 0 5 25 Wg = .19643

6.3 0 5 50 = .32143



Game 8

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1.1 0 75 50 aj = .39394

1.2 100 25 20 aj = .47576

1.3 0 5 12 = .05515

1.4 0 5 18 = .07515



Game 9

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

2.1 0 20 10 a* = .16319

2.2 0 25 20 = .24306

2.3 0 10 15 = .13368

2.4 0 5 15 = .10590

2.5 0 ' 5 5 = .05382

2.6 0 5 5 = .05382

2.7 0 5": 10 a2 = .079 86

2.8 0 5 10 «2 = .079 86

2.9 0 5 3 = .04340

2.10 0 5 3 a^0 = .04340

Game 10

Professor Professor Professor
1 2 3 Weightings

3.1 0 25 70 cy = .85000

3.2 0 0 30 = .15000



Game 11

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

4.1 100 25 60 = .66970

4.2 10 25 40 = .33030

Game 12

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

6.1 0 25 10 al = .18651 o

6.2 0 25 25 = .25794

6.3 0 15 20 a? = .17857 o

6.4 0 5 20 af = .12302 6

6.5 0 5 5 a! = .05159 o

6.6 0 5 5 cv = .05159 o
6.7 0 5 10 a76 = . 07540

6.8 0 5 10 af = .07540 o



Game 13

Professor Professor Professor
1 2 3 Weightings

7.1 10 25 5 a* = .11573

7.2 100 25 25 c y  = .24065

7.3 100 15 20 y  = .18695

7.4 100 5 20 y  = .14991

7.5 0 5 5 oiy = .03519

7.6 100 5 5 y  = .09991

7.7 100 5 10 oty = . 11658

7.8 5 5 10 «y = .05509



Game 14

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1.1.1 100 25 10 = .21842

1.1.2 0 15 10 M = .04531

1.1.3 10 5 5 3 1 
W1 .03441

1.1.4 0 5 10 X = .02944

1.1.5 1 5 5 X = .02026

1.1.6 10 10 8 X = .04880

1.1.7 10 25 10 X .07691

1.1.8 0 10 10 X .03738

1.1.9 0 0 5 X = .01075

1.1.10 10 20 10 10„J = .06897

1.1.11 5 10 10 11 1 W1 = .04524

1.1.12 5 10 10 12 1 
W1 .04524

1.1.13

1.1.14

1

0
5

0
10

2

13 1 W1
14 1 W1

.03101

.00430

1.1.15 30 25 15 *x= .11911

1.1.16 0 25 10 xx .06119

1.1.17 0 10 5 xx .02663

1.1.18 30 5 10 'X .07661
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Game 15

Professor Professor Professor
1 2 3 Weightings

1.2.1 0 20 10 1 2 
W1 = .10370

1.2.2 50 10 15 2 2 
W 1 = .12256

1.2.3 100 25 10 3 2 
W 1 .18771

1.2.4 80 5 5 M .08906

1.2.5 10 5 10 = .06044

1.2.6 100 20 10 6 2 
W1 .17104

1.2.7 100 5 5 7 2 
W1 .10253

1.2.8 50 5 15 8 2 
W1 = .10589

1.219 5 5 10 9 2 
W1 = .05707
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Game 16

Professor
i

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1.3.1 100 0 10 = .19963

1.3.2 0 0 10 2wJ = .07143

1.3.3 10 0 10 3wJ = .08425

1.3.4 100 0 10 4 3 = .19963

1.3.5 50 0 10 5w3 = .13553

1.3.6 100 0 10 6w3 = .19963

1.3.7 30 0 10 7w3 = .10989

Game 17

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1.4.1 100 0 10 1 4 = .22500

1.4.2 100 0 10 II .22500

1.4.3 100 0 10 3 4 
W 1 = .22500

1.4.4 100 0 10 II .22500

1.4.5 0 0 10 M  = .10000



Game 18
102

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1.5.1 0 0 30 K *  = .30000

1.5.2 0 0 50 2wJ = .50000

1.5.3 0 0 20 3w!j = .20000

Game 19

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

1.7.1 100 0 15 = .12917

1.7.2 100 0 15 2wJ = .12917

1.7.3 100 0 15 3w2 = .12917

1.7.4 100 0 15 4w2 = .12917

1.7.5 ' 100 0 15 5w2 = .12917

1.7.6 100 0 15 6w2 = .12917

1.7.7 50 0 15 7w^.= .09583

1.7.8 100 0 15 8w7 = .12917
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Game 20

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

2.1.1 0 0 10 lw2 = .07143

2.1.2 0 0 10 2w2 = .07143

2.1.3 100 0 10 3w2 = .21849

2.1.4 10 0 10 hJ 
M II .08613

2.1.5 30 0 10 M  = .11555

2.1.6 100 0 10 6 1 
w2 = .21849

2.1.7 100 0 10 74  = .21849
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Game 21

Professor Professor Professor
1 2 3 Weightings

2.2.1 100 25 10 ^  = .10781

2.2.2 50 5 10 2w^ = .05357

2.3.3 100 25 10 • 3w 22 = .10781

2.2.4 100 25 10 4W2 = .10781

2.2.5 100 25 10 5w2 = .10781

2.2.6 0 ;o 10 6w2 = .02564

2.2.7 100 25 10 7w2 = .10781

2.2.8 50 25 10 8w2 = .08866

2.2.9 30 5 10 9w2 = .04591

2.2.10 100 5 10 10w2 = .07273

2.2.11 100 15 10 n w2 = .09027

2.2.12 30 5 10 12w2 = .04591
13 22.2.13 10 5 10 w2 = .03824
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Game 22

Professor
1

Professor
2

Professor
3 Weightings

2.3.1 0 0 10 .10000

2.3.2 0 0 10 2» h .10000

2.3.3 100 0 10 K) 
OC II .43333

2.3.4 50 0 20 .36667
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START

: /Give TYPE \  
'/and TTYPE 100 
\by 5 words, > CALL

QUESTS
(TYPE,N

heading

/Read and 
/write 
/N WEEKS, i 
LAMB,LAM?

Write

yes
N=0?

no
/Write N 
/ rows 
I from 
TYPE

LAM=LAMS

yes
NN=0?

no
/ Write NN 
/ rows I 
I from / 
TTYPE /no

no
>NWEHKS

•yes
yes

RETURN

Figure 1. Main Program*



( START )

_ 3 _Generate a 
random 
number R

INVCDF(R)

RETURN

1—! 11 1

>$
>
v—  - 
'

Compute a 
Soc. Sec. 
num. via a 
random num
I

CALL DDECIDE( 
TYPE(1,1),TYPE( 
1,2),TYPE(I,3), 

TYPE (1,4))

RETURN

Figure 2. Subroutine DATA(TYPE,K) .
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START

Generate
a random 
number R

es \ RETURN
[no

yes
vVAL>. 5

no

yes

I>K

no

RETURN

INVCDF(R)

Generate
a random 
number VAL

Compute a 
soc. sec.. 
num. via a 
random num.

1 = 1 + 1

CALL 
SDECIDE( 
TYPE(1,1) 
TYPE(1,2) 
TYPE(I,3) 
TYPE (1,4))

CALL 
DDECIDE( 
TYPE(1,1) 
TYPE (1.2)
TYPE(I,3) 
TYPE (I, 4))

Figure 3. Subroutine QUESTS(TYPE,K).

v
V



START

Generate 
two random 
numbers

CALL TP
PERSONALyes

RETURN
T1

no
T3 =
1ACADEMIC CALL TPyes

\  RETURN
8V+1

no
T3 = 

'TERM'
T1 = 6V+1

CALL TPyes RETURN

no
T3 = 
'COURSE'

T1 = 4V+1.
CALL TP RETURN ’

no
T3 CALL TPyes 'GRAPHIC:75<R<

no
T3 =

 ̂ 'MEDICAL'
T1 = 2V+1

CALL TP
RETURN

no

CALL TP.
RETURNyes

no
T 3 =

J  1 DOCUMENT 
I T4 -blank RETURN

110

Figure 4. Subroutine DDECIDE(T1,T2,T3,T4).



^  START

yesR< .5

no

( RETURN

RETURN ^

CALL TP

Generate 
two random 
numbers

T3
’LIST

T3 =
’STATISTIC
T1=6V+1

CALL TP

Figure 5. Subroutine SDECIDE(T1,T2,T3,T4).
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START

Set up an eigh
teen word array 
NUM and put into 
it the spelling 
of its subscript.

T1=T2=yes RETURNTi = 0
blanks

no

T2 =
1 TYPE OF

H TYPE OF

T1
NUM(Tl)

( ^ rT)

Figure 6. Subroutine TP(T1,T2).
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START

SUM=
SUM+POISS

no[SUM> R

yes

v,
RETURN

SUM=0

INVCDF= K

Figure 7. Function Subprogram INVCDF(R).



START )
______

KFAC

r, „ ... 

= 1

C—

1 = 1

v
<<?

KFAC
KFAC*1

POISS=
Xkel
KFAC

3Figure 8 . Function Subprogram P01SS(K).
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PROGRAM SCENARI(INPUT,OUTPUT)

C * THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THREE INPUT FUNCTIONS TO A STUDENT INFORMATION 
C * SYSTEM BY ASSUMING A POISSON PROCESS AND CERTAIN PROBABILITIES 
C * GOVERNING THE TYPES OF INPUTS. THE PROGRAM ACCEPTS THREE NUMBERS. THE 
C * TIME DURATION OF THE FUNCTION AND TWO ESTIMATES (UPPER AND LOWER) OF THE 
C * MEAN ARRIVAL RATE. IT THEN OUTPUTS A FUNCTION BASED ON THE RANDOM NUMBER 
C * GENERATOR. IT THEN ACCEPTS THREE MORE NUMBERS AND DOES THE SAME AGAIN 
C * FOR THE SECOND FUNCTION OR SCENARIO. THE PROGRAM QUITS AFTER THREE 
C * FUNCTIONS HAVE BEEN GENERATED. PROGRAMMED BY RANDY BECKER, SEPTEMBER 1974.

INTEGER F,T,TYPE(100,5),TTYPE(100,5)
REAL LAMB,LAMS,LAM 
COMMON LAM

C * F COUNTS THE NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS GENERATED.

F=1
WRITE 94 
READ 93, NWEEKS 

3 READ 99,LAMB,LAMS
WRITE 98,F,LAMB,LAMS

C'* REPEAT THE WHOLE PROGRESS FOR EACH WEEK *NWEEKS* TIMES.

DO 40 T=l,NWEEKS

C * USE THE SLACK TIME LAMBDA UNLESS T IS 2,15,...IN THESE CASES USE THE BUSY 
C * LAMBDA (LAMB).

LAM=LAMS
DO 5 1=2,NWEEKS,13 

5 IF (I.EQ.T) LAM=LAMB

C * DETERMINE ALL REQUESTS DURING TIME T. 116



CALL QUESTS (TYPE,N)

C * DETERMINE ALL DATA INPUTS DURING TIME T.

CALL DATA(TTYPE,NN)
C * WRITE THE RESULTS FOR TIME T.

WRITE 97,T
IF(N.EQ.O) GO TO 6

WRITE 96,((TYPE(I,J),J=1,5),1=1,N)
6  IF (NN.EQ.O) GO TO 40
: WRITE 95,((TTYPE(I,J),J=1,5),I=1,NN)
40 CONTINUE 

F=F+1

C * IF THE THIRD FUNCTION HAS ALREADY BEEN GENERATED, STOP.

IF(F.GE.4) STOP 
GO TO 3

C * FORMAT STATEMENTS

99 FORMAT(2F10.3)
a 8  FORMATC/////5X,*SCENARIO NUMBER * 13/

11X,*LAMDA DURING REGISTRATION AND HIGH ACTIVITY WEEKS*F10.3,/ 
21X,*LAMDA DURING OTHER WEEKS*F10.2, ///15X,*INPUT*28X*STUDENT*)

9.7 F0RMAT(//1X,*TIME (IN WEEKS) * 14)
96 FORMAT(5X,*REQUESTS:*/(6X,4A10*-*I10/1H+))
95 FORMAT(5X,*DATA INPUT:*/(6X,4A10*-*I10/1H+))
94 FORMAT(1H1,4X,*REQUESTS AND DATA TO THE SYSTEM TO BE INPUTTED */5X

1*ARE EACH FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER*/5X,*THAT NUMBER IS THE */5X 
2*SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.*/5X* THE NUMBER IS ZERO FOR ALL SERVICE* 
3* REQUESTS*)

93 FORMAT(IS)
END
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SUBROUTINE DATA(TYPE,K)

C * THIS. SUBROUTINE, VIA A RANDOM NUMBER, DECIDES THE NUMBER OF DATA INPUTS 
C * FOR ONE TIME INCREMENT.

REAL LAM 
COMMON LAM 
INTEGER TYPE(100,5)

C * GENERATE A RANDOM NUMBER

R=RANF(0.0)

C * DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF DATA INPUTS VIA THE CDF INVERSE AND A RANDOM 
C * NUMBER.

K=INVCDF(R)

C * IF THERE IS NO DATA TO BE INPUTTED, GO BACK TO THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE 
C * NEXT TIME INCREMENT.

IF(K.EQ.O) RETURN 
DO 50 .1=1,K
TYPE(I,5)=RANF(0.0)*(10**9)
CALL DDECIDE(TYPE(1,1),TYPE(1,2),TYPE(L,3),TYPE(1,4))

50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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SUBROUTINE QUESTS(TYPE,K)

C * THIS SUBROUTINE,VIA A RANDOM NUMBER,DECIDES THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS INPUTTED 
C * FOR A GIVEN TIME INCREMENT AND WHETHER IT IS FOR A SERVICE OR DATA.

REAL LAM 
COMMON LAM 
INTEGER TYPE(100,5)

C * GENERATE A RANDOM NUMBER.

R=RANF(0.0)

C * DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS VIA THE CDF INVERSE AND A RANDOM NUMBER. 
K=INVCDF(R)

C * IF THE NUMBER OF REQUESTS IS ZERO, GO BACK TO THE MAIN PROGRAM FOR THE NEXT 
C * TIME INCREMENT.

IF (K.EQ.O) RETURN 
DO 50 1=1,K

C * DECIDE WHETHER THE REQUEST IS FOR DATA OR A SERVICE.

VAL=RANF(0.0)
IF(VAL.GE..50) GO TO 10 
TYPE(I,5)=RANF(0.0)*(10**9)
CALL DDECIDE(TYPE(1,1),TYPE(I,2),TYPE(I,3),TYPE(T,4))
GO TO 50 

10 TYPE(I,5)=0
CALL SDECIDE(TYPE(I,1),TYPE(I,2),TYPE(I,3),TYPE(I,4))

50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END



SUBROUTINE DDECIDE(T1,T2,T3,T4)

C * GIVEN THE SYSTEM IS HAS A REQUEST FOR DATA OR HAS DATA TO INPUT, 
C * THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES WHICH TYPE OF DATA.

INTEGER T1,T2,T3,T4 
R=RANF(0.0)
T4=10H DATA 
V=RANF(0.0)
IF(R.LT..30) GO TO 10 
IF(R.LT..40.A.R.GE..30) GO,TO 20 
IF(R.LT..50.A.R.GE..40) GO TO 30 
IF(R.LT..75.A.R.GE..50) GO TO 40 
IF(R.LT..80.A.R.GE..75) GO TO 50 
IF(R.LT..81.A.R.GE..80) GO TO 60 
TF(R.LT..95.A.R.GE..81) GO TO 70 
T3=10HDOCUMENT 
T4=10H 
TI=0
CALL TP(T1,T2)
RETURN 

10 T3=10HPERSONAL 
T1=V*17+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2)
RETURN 

20 T 3=1OHACADEMIC
T1=V*8+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2)
RETURN 

30 T3=10HTERM 
T1=V*6+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2)
RETURN
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40 T3=10HCOURSE 
T1=V*4+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2) 
RETURN 

50 T3 =1OHGRAPHIC
T1=0
CALL TP(T1,T2) 
RETURN 

60 . T3=10HMEDICAL 
T1=V*2+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2) 
RETURN 

70 T3=10HALUMNI 
T1=V*2+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2) 
RETURN 
END

tx)M



SUBROUTINE SDECIDE(T1,T2,T3,T4)

C * GIVEN THE SYSTEM IS GIVEN A SERVICE REQUEST, THIS SUBROUTINE DECIDES
C * WHICH SERVICE (VIA A RANDOM NUMBER).

INTEGER T1,T2,T3,T4 
T4=10H -- 
R=RANF(0.0)
V=RANF(0.0)
IF(R.LT..50) GO TO 10 
T3=10HLIST 
T1=V*12+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2)
RETURN 

10 T3=10HSTATISTIC
T1=V*6+1 
CALL TP(T1,T2)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TP(11,72)

C * THIS SUBROUTINE CHANGES INTEGER NUMERIC DATA (WHERE THE NUMBER MUST 
C * BE LESS THAN 19) INTO CHARACTER DATA.

DIMENSION NUM(18) .
INTEGER T1,T2
DATA NUM/5HFIRST,6 HSECOND,5HTHIRD,6 HFOURTH,5HFIFTH,5HSIXTH,
17HSEVENTH,6HEIGHTH,6HNINETH,5HTENTH,8HELEVENTH,6HTWELTH,
21OHTHIRTEENTH,10HFOURTEENTH,9HFIFTEENTH,9HSIXTEENTH,1OHS EVENTEENT 
3,10HEIGHTEENTH/
IF(Tl.EQ.O) GO TO 100
T2=10H TYPE OF
IF(T1.EQ.17) T2=10HH TYPE OF
T1=NUM(T1)
RETURN 

100 T2=T1=10H
RETURN 
END



FUNCTION INVCDF(R)

C * THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM DETERMINES, BY TRIAL AND ERROR, THE CDF INVERSE 
C * OF THE DISCRETE DISTRIBUTION POISS.

REAL LAM 
COMMON LAM 
K=0 
SUM=0

5 SUM=SUM+POISS(K)
IF(SUM,GE.R) GO TO 10 
K=K+1 
GO TO 5 

10 INVCDF=K 
RETURN 
END
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FUNCTION POISS(K)

C * THIS FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM DETERMINES THE PROBABILITY GIVEN K AND LAMBDA.

REAL LAM 
COMMON LAM

C * DETERMINE K FACTORIAL.

KFAC=1 
DO 10 1=1,K 

10 KFAC=KFAC*I
COEF=(LAM**K)/KFAC 
POISS=COEF*EXP(-LAM)
RETURN
END
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REQUESTS AND DATA TO THE SYSTEM TO BE INPUTTED 
ARE EACH FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER 
THAT NUMBER IS THE 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.

THE NUMBER IS ZERO FOR ALL SERVICE REQUESTS

SCENARIO 
LAMDA DURING 
LAMDA DURING

NUMBER 1 
REGISTRATI ON 
OTHER WEEKS

AND HIGH
1.22

ACTIVITY WEEKS

INPUT STUDENT

TIME (IN 
DATA

TIME

WEEKS)
INPUTS

FOURTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA

(IN WEEKS) 2
REQUESTSs
SIXTH TYPE OF STATISTIC <=

FIFTH TYPE OF STATISTIC «=> <=

FIFTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA «=»

GRAPHIC DATA «=3

FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA
EIGHTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA -e»

FIFTH TYPE OF LIST
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC
FIRST TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA <=>

SIXTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA -

DATA INPUTS
DOCUMENT cn»

SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA *=>

THIRD TY PE OF COURSE DATA 4==

THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA *=>

FIFTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 0
DOCUMENT *»

NINETH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA
DOCUMENT

905877687

0
0

750571903
882872217
821370956
930597662
570002384

0

0

795166043 
469972 821

12680009 
64 8  811410 
572366649 
427801322 
922432755 
905967759 
278037898 
223634498

555
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TIME (IN MEEKS? 3
r e q u e s t s ;
THELTH TYPE OF LIST CO *9. - 0
SIXTH TYPE OF STATISTIC <=» ■=> “  0
THIRD TYPE OF TERM DATA ” 982598364

DATA INPUT?
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA «• 340845667



SCENARIO NUMBER 2 
LAMOA DURING REGISTRATION AND HIGH ACTIVITY WEEKS 50.230 
LANDA DURING OTHER WEEKS 20.23

INPUT

TIME (IN WEEKS) 1 
REQUESTS?
FIRST TYPE
FIFTEENTH TYPE
EIGHTH TYPE
SIXTH TYPE
EIGHTH TYPE
TENTH TYPE
FOURTH TYPE
FOURTH TYPE
EIGHTH TYPE
FIRST TYPE
SEVENTH TYPE
f o u r t e e n t h  TYPE 
THIRD TYPE

TENTH TYPE
DATA INPUT?
THIRD TYPE
THIRD TYPE
SECOND TYPE
FOURTH TYPE
SECOND TYPE
FIRST TYPE
FOURTEENTH TYPE

FIRST TYPE
EIGHTH TYPE
SECOND TYPE
EIGHTH TYPE
SIXTH • TYPE
FOURTH TYPE

STUDENT'

OF COURSE DATA *= 955607550
OF PERSONAL DATA 932408126
OF ACADEMIC DATA - 303292038
OF LIST <=»«. 0
OF PERSONAL DATA . 76 9858987
OF LIST 0
OF LIST 0
OF LIST 0
OF ACADEMIC DATA 877571564
OF ALUMNI DATA 74 016 0 390
OF PERSONAL DATA 180211566
OF PERSONAL DATA 9 21.0 J 0720
OF STATISTIC 0

GRAPHIC DATA 158300579
OF LIST «=> 0

OF COURSE DATA a 342992174
OF TERM DATA = 729910156
OF PERSONAL DATA «=. 961918068

DOCUMENT 28 4017655
OF TERM DATA 28 6570 323
OF ALUMNI DATA 238483061
OF COURSE DATA 377360585

DOCUMENT 954776907
OF PERSONAL DATA 434392069

DOCUMENT " <=» ■ 85 8269979
DOCUMENT 488133040

OF COURSE DATA ‘ 60 39857826
GRAPHIC DATA 10821441

OF ACADEMIC DATA 541082716
OF TERM DATA «=» 212578184
OF PERSONAL DATA, 574145417
OF PERSONAL DATA 774922358
OF COURSE DATA <= 949481516



(IN MEEKS) 2 
REQ UESTS 3
SEVENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 459745530
SI XTH TYPE OF LIST *=• - 0
FIFTH TYPE OF STATISTIC - 0
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA — 612490095
FOURTH TYPE OF LIST 0

DOCUMENT 732521992
SECOND TYPE OF TERM DATA •= 756429642
TENTH TYPE OF LIST «■ 0
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA — 295323143
SI XTH TYPE OF STATISTIC w <e — 0
SEVENTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA — 297499916

GRAPHIC DATA — 793086388
THIRD TYPE OF TERM DATA 10 4540163
SECOND TYPE OF STATISTIC — n

TWELTH" TYPE OF LIST «=» 0
ELEVENTH TYPE OF LIST 0
FI RST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA - 264503325
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA 538813713
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 208924487

GRAPHIC DATA 624686705
FOURTH TYPE OF LIST . <= *=» 0

DATA INPUTS
SIXTH TYPE OF TERM DATA 97 8394678
FIRST TYPE OF TERM DATA 542468681
FIFTH TYPE OF TERM DATA 896269667
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA e= 155005239
SIXTH TYPE OF TERM DATA 361914850
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA — 288831507
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA 13 3514285
SECOND TYPE OF MEDICAL DATA 511393290
SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA 393551313
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 838620259
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA 961640 833
FIRST TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA "a‘ 56197042
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA 29647557
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 844816640

DOCUMENT 642398131
SECOND TYPE OF MEDICAL DATA 446602686

GRAPHIC DATA - 5754 2121
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 559146114
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA 52732967
THIRD TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA «=» 540310006
SECOND TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA 501029810
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TIME (IN WEEKS) 3
REQUESTS*

DOCUMENT - 114351178
NINETH TYPE OF LIST «, «= ' 0
TWELTH TYPE OF LIST =• 0
THIRD TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA — 161975244
SIXTH TYPE OF TERM DATA 7S7359442
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA *= 791675475
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC 0

DOCUMENT *= 12 3761848
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC *• 0
FIRST TYPE OF STATISTIC - 0
FOURTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 67695639
SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA -= 328036849
SEVENTH TYPE OF LIST <=»«=, - 0
TWELTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA ■= 455021619
FIRST TYPE OF LIST — 0
SIXTH TYPE OF LIST = 0
SIXTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 47618496
SECOND TYPE OF STA TISTIC «=» *= *» 0

DATA INPUTS
THIRTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 543030120
SEVENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 17077448
SIXTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 749514098
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 17955329
SECOND TYPE OF TERM DATA 86 03610 53
SECOND TYPE OF TERM DATA 51399179
TWELTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA •= 511111083
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 131860194

DOCUMENT 379101993
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA - 477175849
ELEVENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL d'ATA - 541597264
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA =■ 522403989
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA ■= 114258161
SEVENTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA » 841532 0 47
SIXTEENTH t y p e OF PERSONAL D A I  A - 515013 8 55
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA =■ 685069282
SECOND TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 7 796 0 449
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA "*■» 135963563
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SCENARIO NUMBER 3 

LAMOA DURING REGISTRATION AND HIGH ACTIVITY WEEKS 100,20 0 
LAMDA DURING OTHER WEEKS .30.30

INPUT STUDENT

TIME (IN WEEKS) 1
REQUESTS!
TENTH t y p e OF PERSONAL DATA **• 926562296
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA — 977145313
TWELTH TYPE OF LIST -«>«=» •= 0
EIGHTH TYPE OF LIST - 0
SIXTH TYPE OF STATISTIC «=• 0
TENTH TYPE OF LIST . - 0
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 47540 27 30
FOURTH TYPE OF LIST — 0
THIRD TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 313866096
EIGHTH TYPE OF LIST *= 0
SECOND TYPE OF STATISTIC 0
FIFTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA -=> 62268296
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC *» 0
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA 316741069
FIRST TYPE OF STATISTIC 486 *=, • ■= 0
FOURTH TYPE OF STATISTIC - 0
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC *=»«=> *= 0
SIXTH TYPE OF STATISTIC 0
SIXTH TYPE OF LIST

DOCUMENT
0

60 8244536
THIRD TYPE OF LIST - 0
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA 306863548
SEVENTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 80 0 813549
FOURTH TYPE OF STATISTIC — 0
TENTH TYPE OF LIST e»<B 0
SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA 795872357

DATA INPUT!
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA » 307688984
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA — 630785966
THIRD TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA =» 641287024
TWELTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 221422971
ELEVENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 2293140
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA - 994560932
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 21830 8621
SECOND TYPE OF TERM DATA <= 922934455
SIXTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DA TA - 87 3227295
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 710472345
FIRST TYPE OF MEDICAL DATA 413039747
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA -» 173637255
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SECOND TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 651611624
SIXTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA = 541641665
FIRST TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA *» 322392549
TENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA «=• 989274141
SIXTH TYPE OF TERM DATA 35 4255689
FOURTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA <=> 78657608

FIFTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC' DATA ' o 26720303
THIRD TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA «=, 866548643
SIXTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 9 57488374
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA e. 72 7367598

DOCUMENT . «» 447838340
THIRD TYPE OF TERM DATA «=> 357368061
TWELTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA «=, 411543545
SECOND TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 87 2416431

(IN WEEKS) 2
REQUESTS!
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA 558225259

GRAPHIC DATA 742805528
SEVENTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA 368796619
SIXTH TYPE OF TERM DATA «=> 699395455
TENTH TYPE OF LIST 0
SIXTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 279041582
TWELTH TYPE OF LIST *=> 0
SIXTH TYPE OF TERM DATA . «=» 298520 424
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA 117243291
FIFTH TYPE OF STATISTIC - Q
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA 614346816
FIFTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 578553052
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA 620429088
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA 35 0363619
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA x-» 185733325
FOURTH TYPE OF STATISTIC ea <=, 0
FOURTH TYPE OF STATISTIC 0
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA 885394320
TENTH TYPE OF LIST *=»«= «=> 0
SIXTH , TYPE OF STATISTIC <=» 0
FOURTH TYPE OF STATISTIC — 0
FIRST . TYPE OF LIST «»«=> 0
THIRTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA ■ 922412758
SI XTH TYPE OF LIST

DOCUMENT
0

827600675
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA 935486924
THIRTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA =» 780569386
SECOND TYPE OF LIST «=»«=» 0
FOURTH TYPE OF LIST «* G
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DATA INPUT? 
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 277741839
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 8 39694 79
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA - 945102454
SIXTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 762457462
SECOND ■ TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA =. 157280998
FOURTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA 629822017
FIRST TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 817063110
SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA — 792704010
ELEVENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 595764666
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA => 2897922
EIGHTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 893390849
FOURTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA 313878588
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA 423973893
NINETH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA =, 16 4025737
SEVENTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA — 552824638
FOURTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 342432363
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 90 9450 666
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA =• 433169778
SECOND TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA •= 922090 241
SIXTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 646478831

FIRST TYPE OF
GRAPHIC
COURSE

DATA
DATA

27 5540036 
552744133

SIXTH TYPE OF
GRAPHIC
PERSONAL

DATA
DATA :

550105434
895858229

SECOND TYPE OF
GRAPHIC
ACADEMIC

DATA
DATA

84 908 9164 
337236385

FIFTH TYPE OF PERSONAL • DATA 392061497
FOURTH TYPE OF TERM DATA = 346277216
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA 425186965

TIME (IN WEEKS) 
REQUESTS 1 
SEVENTH

3

TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 759838782
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 114356238
FIFTH TYPE OF STATISTIC ■=» ** 0
FOURTH TYPE OF ACADEMIC DATA <=> 80301581
FIRST TYPE OF STATISTIC «=>«=» - O
SIXTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 10 2938574
FOURTH TYPE OF COURSE DATA - 223197813
SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA 271416977
SECOND TYPE OF STATISTIC =» 0
TENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA = 559024050
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC 0
FIFTH TYPE OF STATISTIC «=> <a> - 0
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC <=. 4=3 => Q
THIRD TYPE OF COURSE DATA =» ' 281003676
NINETH TYPE OF LIST ■ =  «= - Q
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SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA — 760967304
THIRD TYPE OF STATISTIC ”*■» - 0
FIRST TYPE OF STATISTIC *»*■» ■ - 0
SECOND TYPE OF STATISTIC 0
EIGHTH TYPE OF LIST — 0
SIXTH TYPE OF TERM DATA. = 865885096
TENTH TYPE OF LIST - 0
SIXTEENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 47521565
SIXTH TYPE OF STATISTIC <==» - "€
FOURTH TYPE OF STATISTIC ° «=> «• 0
TWELTH TYPE OF LIST *=■** ■*» 0
iATA INPUTS
SECOND TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA 162661549
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA ■= 223105
TWELTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 273840262
TWELTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA — 910720464
FOURTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA — 611681503
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 840768728
FIFTH TYPE OF TERM DATA ■” 850805094
SECOND TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 283895680

DOCUMENT ■= 504941400
GRAPHIC DATA = 72186978

TWELTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA *» 318617291
TENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA — 434380217
SECOND TYPE OF COURSE DATA = 248498911

GRAPHIC DATA «=. 763963181
SEVENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL’ DATA 22380 7108
FIRST TYPE OF COURSE DATA =» 852987236
SECOND TYPE OF TERM DATA *= 831861332
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA ■=> 400419171
TENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 294207749
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA ** 53 3049792
SEVENTH TYPE OF PERSONAL DATA - 869372510
FIRST TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA - 288634012

GRAPHIC DATA - 68 48552 75
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 767104198

GRAPHIC DATA - 79 8170 2 55
SECOND TYPE OF ALUMNI DATA 354691187
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